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Chapter 1
Introduction
Computer simulations are today a valuable tool in many professions. Due to their computational complexity, most simulations cannot be done in real-time, though. Simulating traffic for a whole city generally belongs into this category. However, many
applications that need to run in real-time, can usually trade accuracy and complexity
for speed. Such approximations can still look very convincing while allowing users to
interact with it. This diploma thesis describes in detail how a traffic simulation and a
pedestrian simulation, that run in real-time, were implemented for The Virtual Aachen
Project.
Chapter 1 gives an overview of the general project and its goals. In chapter 2
the different topics, that are important for this work, are introduced. Chapter 3 then
describes how the vehicular traffic simulation in the Virtual Aachen Project works. The
pedestrian simulation is explained in chapter 4. Chapter 5 focuses on a major aspect
of both simulations, their performance. Finally chapter 6 examines which areas could
be improved in the future.

1.1

Overview

Simulating traffic in a city has many use-cases. Urban-planners want to find out how
to improve traffic flow, architects want to demonstrate how their creation would fit into
a scenery, historians want to recreate long forgotten times, disaster control agencies
want to prepare different emergency plans and game companies want to create virtual
worlds.
Except for games, none of the above need to run in real-time. However, most
of them would benefit from a real-time simulation, not only because it reduces the
amount of time to be invested. An architect can present a building much better, if he
can actually move freely around it and look at it from any angle. A recreated city is
much more interesting, if one can actually walk through it, instead of only watching
a pre-rendered video. Disaster control can be planned much easier, if an observer can
change parameters at run-time and see how exactly they influence the results.
1
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Although the processing power of mainstream PCs has increased quite impressively over the last decades, simulating hundreds of thousands of agents simultaneously, as it would be necessary for a whole city, is still far from being feasible at
interactive frame-rates.
Depending on the application, it is often not necessary to actually simulate the
whole city. Often traffic is only supposed to enhance the visualization of a city that
would otherwise look entirely static. And as long as there is no data-analysis, that
relies on precise results and requires data for all areas, there is no reason to waste
computing power on things that do not directly improve the results.

1.2

The Virtual Aachen Project (VAP)

The Virtual Aachen Project is a program, developed at our faculty, that visualizes
an approximation of the city of Aachen. GIS-data [ATK10] is used to procedurally
generate a 3D mesh. Buildings are then textured randomly from a set of available
textures. Finally, manually created landmark buildings are inserted. The result is
optimized for rendering and can then be visualized by our Viewer-program in realtime with state-of-the-art graphics.

Figure 1.1: A screenshot from the Virtual Aachen Project.
2
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1.3. Integration into the VAP

So far the VAP only visualized a static scene. However, the lack of dynamic objects
was very apparent and the illusion of a real city-simulation was incomplete. Therefore
the goal of this diploma thesis is to add life to the VAP by creating a realistic looking
simulation of vehicular and pedestrian traffic. Cars are supposed to drive around the
city while obeying the most important rules, like driving on the right lane and stopping
at red traffic-lights, and of course they must not crash into each other. Pedestrians
are supposed to mimic natural behaviors, i.e. the user should not have the impression
that the pedestrians are walking around aimlessly. Instead they should appear to have
goals, as real pedestrians usually do. Both simulations need to interact with each other,
for instance pedestrians should be able to cross streets without being run over. All this
needs to run in real-time, but since the focus lies clearly on nice looking results, there
is no need to run the simulation on the whole city.

1.3

Integration into the VAP

The simulation is split into two parts: Preprocessing and runtime. In the preprocessingstep the data-structures for the runtime are generated, which can be very time-consuming (up to 30 minutes on an Intel Core2 Quad 2.6 GHz). The runtime then simulates
a fixed number of agents in the city.
There are some major limitations to what is possible, due to the way the VAP
content-creation pipeline works. No artists are working on building the city-model,
but all content is procedurally generated from data that we get from the land registry
office. This data is often incomplete, incorrect or simply lacking the desired detail.
Also the GIS-format is sometimes utilized very liberally. For example, street-data
often contains several streets on top of each other in the same location, because a
person wanted to indicate that this is a big street with several lanes. However, either
the GIS-format does not support such meta-data or the person that included it did not
know about it. Either way, the data-sets are too big, to fix them manually, especially
since they can change regularly, as can be the case due to the work from Christopher
Manthei ([Man10]). Therefore such data must be handled properly with as few userintervention as possible.
Therefore the VAP uses hints to influence the data-generation. In the Viewer the
user can place special objects to indicate that data such as a complex crossing could be
improved there. These hints will not take effect immediately, but will be included into
the preprocessing, once it is started again. This method, which is explained in more
detail in chapter 3, allows to improve the data-generation without the need to manually
change data every time the computation is repeated.
Still, there is few control over how the data will be generated. The algorithms
need to handle many different corner cases to create good results in general. But there
are always problematic areas that are difficult to handle and will produce suboptimal
results. Fortunately, with the program that was created for [Man10] some of these
cases can be remedied.
3
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One challenge in this diploma thesis is the real-time aspect of the simulation. Realtime is often defined as 20 to 30 frames per second (FPS). With the data for Aachen
the Viewer was already running at less than 30 FPS even before the diploma thesis
started. In the mean time the dataset from which the mesh is created was refined and
even more detail was added.
As a result a major part of this diploma thesis included to squeeze more performance out of the existing program and to create the simulation in a way that enables it
to run in parallel to the rest of the application, such that the application is not slowed
down too much by the additional workload, at least when executed on multi-core
CPUs.

4

Chapter 2
Related Work
Although simulations of whole cities with traffic and crowds of pedestrians are not in
widespread use in real-time applications, yet, a lot of research has been going on in
those fields for a long time. In social psychology research about crowd behavior has
been done as early as 1890 [Tar90, Bon96] which developed into the study of Group
Dynamics.
In the 20th century cars became ubiquitous, many cities had to be redesigned and
streets that were previously mainly used by pedestrians were now exclusively used by
vehicles. Pedestrians had to use sidewalks and crosswalks. Crowds became a common
problem and thus city-planners began to investigate how to prevent them where possible and how to keep them under control and dissipate them most effectively. Without
the aid from computers to simulate the effects of different configurations, the possibilities were limited, though.
With an ever increasing number of cars on the streets, traffic management became a
similarly challenging problem. Since traffic is more predictable and easier to compute,
computer-simulations have been in use for several decades now. However those usually ignore pedestrians altogether, rendering them useless for inner city simulations.
Simulating a whole city is a complex task that combines several distinct problem
domains in artificial intelligence.

2.1

Path Finding

Algorithms to find an optimal path between two nodes in a graph, such as Dijkstra’s
Algorithm [Dij59] and A* (A-Star) [HNR68] have been developed very early. Though
to solve the path-finding problem through complex 3D geometry additional algorithms
are needed to create a graph-abstraction, on which the search-algorithms can operate.
In 1979 Lozano-Pérez and Wesley [LPW79] proposed an algorithm that could find
a path through polyhedral obstacles. If the direct path between two points is blocked,
the algorithm uses the information about the intersection-point and the obstacle’s shape
to find a path around it. Recursively a complete path is generated. To include an
5
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agent’s size into the calculation and thus find a path that guarantees that an agent will
not collide with anything, the polyhedrons are expanded by the radius of the agent.
Although the results are good, a big problem is that obstacles need to be polyhedrons
which means a virtual environment would first need to be decomposed into convex
pieces which is a non-trivial task. In the paper the authors also admit that although it
works well in 2D, it is more difficult in 3D to compute the shortest path and it takes
considerably more processing power.
With the advent of real-time 3D games on mainstream PCs in the 1990s, considerably more research has been done on path-finding in 3D, especially how to represent the navigable space and how to automatically create such representations (some
early applications required to manually create them). Navigation Graphs, sometimes
also called Node Graphs or Waypoint Graphs, are graphs where the vertices represent points in space that can be occupied by agents. The graph’s edges indicate that
collision-free movement between the linked nodes is possible. There are many different ways to create a Navigation Graph. One advanced technique is described by
Ratcliff [Rat08].
Navigation Graphs were quickly superseded by Navigation Meshes as described
by Snook [Sno00], Tozour [Toz02] and Hamm [Ham08]. Navigation Meshes extend
Navigation Graphs by storing a convex polygon at each node that encloses the whole
space that is walkable for agents. Several advantages arise from this data-structure.
Big open spaces can be represented with much fewer nodes, potentially saving much
memory. Dynamic obstacle avoidance becomes simpler and paths don’t need to be
recomputed every time an agent cannot follow it precisely. Navigation Meshes are
described in more detail in chapter 4.1.2.
Recently the research focus has shifted towards path-finding in dynamic environments. This is especially interesting in robotics, as presented by Leven and Hutchinson
[LH00] and Borenstein and Koren [BK89], which enables robots to navigate through
unknown terrain even when it changes dynamically. Axelrod [Axe08] presents a technique to generate a Navigation Graph in real-time from polygonal data, with the focus
on dynamic virtual worlds.

2.2

Steering and Obstacle Avoidance

Reynolds [Rey99] was one of the first to propose to differentiate between path-planning, steering and locomotion. Locomotion is the most basic layer, that models the
physical constraints for agent movement. For example, it controls how fast an agent
will accelerate and decelerate or how fast it can turn around. It also includes external
constraints, for example if an agent is supposed to walk forward, but there is an obstacle in its way, the agent will not move. Path-planning is a high-level AI layer. It
computes a path from A to B, that should direct the agent to its destination. The path
is however only considered as a guideline and other factors will determine how closely
the path is followed. Steering is the layer in between that high-level navigation AI
6
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and the low-level physical constraints model. It monitors the agent’s state (position,
velocity, etc.) and where it is on its path. It then computes a new desired direction and
speed, which it passes on to the locomotion module. Chapter 4.2 goes into more detail
about this topic. Additionally, steering can incorporate other external information, like
the position of dangerous spots or its distance to dynamic obstacles. Steering can even
include sanity-checks to detect if an agent deviated too far from its path or got stuck in
an unfortunate configuration.
This distinction makes agent navigation much more flexible than previous approaches, where usually all three aspects were supposed to be considered by the pathfinder. For example, adding a few more simple behaviors enables agents to follow
formations, as described by Leonard and Fiorelli [LF01]. Also it works very well with
Navigation Meshes for path-planning and physics-simulations as part of the locomotion.
Vector-fields are a technique where a grid that covers the world, is used to guide
agents. Every grid-cell contains information, like direction of flow or direction to safe
position. An agent can sample the grid to find out in which direction it should preferably move or what direction it should avoid by all means. Egbert and Winkler [EW96]
describe an obstacle-avoidance method implemented via vector-fields. Fiorini and
Shiller [FS98] extend the idea to enable robots to avoid moving objects. Vector-fields
can be used in conjunction with steering-behaviors (as in Patil et al. [PvdBC+ 10]),
where they are usually used to implement obstacle avoidance, or when crowds are implemented as particle-systems, they can be the sole mechanism that determines pedestrian flow.

2.3

Crowd Simulation

[Rey87] is often considered to be a milestone for crowd simulations. It describes how
a set of simple rules applied to each particle in a particle-system can yield complex,
swarm-like behavior. Each particle (or actor) obeys physical laws that restrict its maneuverability. Sensor inputs that are perceived locally influence the direction and speed
at which it moves. All actors are independent of each other, but the distance to others influences their decision where to move to. The results are very natural looking
swarms that divide into smaller groups to avoid obstacles and reunite when possible.
Minor modifications enable the swarm to follow a path or to flee from predators.
Treating crowds as particle-systems, where agents do not have individual plans and
only obey simple rules, does have advantages, especially in simulations with thousands
of actors. The general flow of crowds is easier to model and it does not require so much
computational effort. However when closely examining the behavior of single actors
the lack of individual planning can become apparent.
Many modern crowd-simulations therefore try to simulate each agent individually
(as in Shao and Terzopoulos [ST07]). For very crowded situations naive implementations usually break down. For example, an agent might consider a destination reached,
7
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when it has come close enough (like two meters) to the target position. However,
when a crowd of 100 agents has already gathered at that point, it might be impossible
to reach the target, but since the agent does not handle this case specially, it will keep
trying to reach its destination, which will result in the whole crowd becoming jittery.
Much work has been put into solving this and many other problems that are common
for dense crowds, for example by van den Berg et al. [vdBPS+ 08, vdBLM08] and
Narain et al. [NGCL09].
Apart from these basic technical problems, there are also other aspects of crowds,
which appear in real-life, but need to be handled separately in a simulation. Yeh et al.
[YCP+ 08] try to model social norms with simple methods. For example, it is common
at a train station to always let passengers exit a train, before others enter it. Similarly,
people will often grant important persons precedence, like policemen. This is achieved
by introducing proxies, which exercise control over surrounding agents. In the trainexample a proxy would be placed in the train’s doorway, which allows all passengers
to pass through, but forces outsiders to wait. When all passengers have left the train,
the proxy is removed and the train can be entered. In the policeman-example an agent
would carry a proxy in front of him that other agents try to avoid. This way, agents
will make room for the policeman.
Another aspect of crowds that gained attention lately, are the exact behavioral patterns of pedestrians. The idea here is that people usually show much more complex
behaviors in real-life, than any model consisting of a set of rules, could ever create.
Therefore some researchers like Lerner et al. [LCL07] and Brogan and Johnson [BJ03]
have begun to extract such information from video footage and then integrate it into a
simulation. For instance, if an agent needs to go around a group of other pedestrians,
the configuration how they are located relative to each other could be used to query
a database, which would then (possibly) return how a real person acted in a similar
situation. Additionally unexpected behavior, like a person walking in one direction,
suddenly stopping and turning back, are now possible, when they appear in the video
footage, which is used for training. In a traditional system such exceptional actions
need to be manually taken care of and it is very difficult to make them look natural.
For instance, a person could suddenly turn back, because he simply forgot something,
or he could first slow down, talk on a cell-phone, wander around for a while and then
turn back. Such situations happen in real-life, but are difficult to model with traditional
methods.

2.4

Crowd Rendering

Rendering of large crowds has always been challenging. Animating a character is a
computationally expensive task and rendering hundreds or even thousands of them can
easily exceed what is technically possible. For huge crowds impostors are a popular
method. Tecchia et al. [TLC02] show a technique where animated impostor frames are
tightly packed into textures to save memory. An additional alpha-channel is used to
8
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tag different body parts, and using multi-pass rendering it is then possible to color people differently to increase variety. When viewed from a distance, impostors can look
very convincing. But they are always limited to a fixed number of animation-frames
and view-angles, which means they either consume immense amounts of memory, or
popping-artifacts and generally a flat look become increasingly apparent, the closer
they are to the observer. Yee and Davis [YD08] try to reduce such artifacts. Instead
of rendering one flat polygon per instance, an extremely low-polygon 3D model is
rendered, which has a texture projected onto it, which captures the high-detail appearance of the original model. This projected texture is optimized for a specific viewing
angle, very similar to conventional impostors, but since the model is 3D it looks very
good even from stronger deviating viewing angles. This greatly reduces the number
of different impostors that are needed to capture the model from all directions, while
reducing popping-artifacts at the same time. Risser [Ris07] uses an entirely different approach to increase impostor-quality. Each 2D impostor texture is extended by a
depth-texture, which defines the height of the object at the texels. When rendering an
impostor, the depth-texture is used to find the exact intersection-point of the viewingray with the 3D object, that the impostor represents. This information is then used to
sample the 2D impostor texture at the proper location (very similar to Policarpo and
Oliveira [PO07]). As a result the object becomes much more plastic. In the presented
paper the technique is only used for static objects, though it should work for animated
objects, as well.
With modern GPUs, rendering hundreds of fully animated models becomes more
and more viable. Dudash [Dud07] presents methods to optimize such scenarios. Hardware instancing is used to render hundreds of models with little CPU overhead. For
each character the current animation is encoded into a texture that is update each frame,
such that all the skinning can be done in a vertex-shader. Different levels-of-detail
(LOD) for the mesh are rendered, depending on the distance to the viewer. Variations
of meshes are achieved by breaking each mesh up into multiple pieces and rendering
different combinations of them for each character. Additionally, a way to implement
color-variations is described, although Mudge et al. [MRS05] present a much more
elaborate system, that is also entirely shader-based and thus very well suited for realtime applications.
In recent applications the use of impostors is declining and LOD-systems are preferred. Not only are such systems much easier to implement but they also scale better
than the use of impostors. Each additional mesh or animation and each additional
color-variation can increase the amount of memory consumed by an impostor-system
drastically. To increase quality, impostors again need considerably more memory.
Rendering LODed models on the other hand requires relatively little memory, though
it takes more processing power.
All the above articles focus on rendering as many different objects as possible.
McDonnell et al. [MLH+ 09] present some unique research that concentrates on which
variations are actually useful. Eye-tracking is utilized to figure out which body parts
people look at the most and through a series of user-studies it was examined which
9
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variations have the greatest effect. Color-variations were found to be very effective.
Especially the head and upper body are most looked at and therefore more disparity in
these regions has the biggest influence. Geometric variations are only effective if they
change the general look of a character, for example a woman wearing a skirt instead of
trousers. Minor geometric variations, even concerning the head or face of a character,
are unlikely to be perceived and therefore ineffective in creating more sense of variety.

2.5

Traffic Simulation

Simulating traffic is much more straight-forward than simulating crowds. Still, there
are different approaches depending on the level of detail and the realism that should be
modeled. In macroscopic simulations the general traffic flow is modeled. Such systems
are useful for analyzing potential congestion problems on a large scale. Microscopic
simulations, like Cremer et al. [CKW96] or Sewall et al. [SWML10] simulate every
vehicle individually. Physical constraints and properties like accelerating and braking
are properly computed and each driver has a different driving style.
Traffic simulations are in use for traffic planning, for a long time. They are very
mature and fulfill their goal. Most research that has been done in this area lately, was
for entertainment products. XaitTraffic [Xai09] is one of the most advanced traffic
simulations for computer games to this moment. Vehicles are completely physically
simulated, such that the player can push them aside or even provoke a crash. In contrast
to traditional traffic simulations, vehicles are only simulated in a certain radius around
the observer.
Another interesting concept is van den Berg et al. [vdBSLM09]. Here traffic is only
simulated between two known states, which could be captured with traffic monitoring
systems. The idea is that service providers like Google Maps can enrich their products
with natural looking traffic without requiring to run complex simulations. Real-world
data is employed to capture a natural state for each area over a limited time-span. When
a user looks at an area, consecutive states are interpolated with a basic simulation,
giving very convincing results.

2.6

World Representation

Every application needs to implement a world-representation that fits its own needs.
Therefore there are many diverse ways how applications provide agents with the information that they require. A few interesting concepts are worth mentioning, though.
Farenc et al. [FBT99] propose a hierarchical world-representation, where a city is
segmented into areas. For example, a market-place or the space on one side of a street
is considered a segment. Segments could even contain other segments (for instance
the inside of a building). Each segment then contains so called Interest Points (IPs).
Those are positions that make sense for an agent to perform some action. For example,
10
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a bus-stop is an IP where an agent can wait until a bus arrives, which it then takes to
reach another destination. Likewise, buildings could have a door-IP, that tells the agent
that it can enter this building at that position.
Doyle and Hayes-Roth [DHR98] go even further by putting a lot more information
into Interest Points. Here each IP does not have a type, which tells agents what that
IP is good for, but instead the IP actually informs the agent, what exact steps it should
perform there. The agent itself does not need to be aware of the different types of
Interest Points, at all. When it decides to use an Interest Point, the IP itself instructs
the agent, for example, to play a certain animation, or to wait (until an event has
happened, that only the IP is aware of) and then walk somewhere else (for example
across the nearby street). So all the logic that defines how agents act at Interest Points
is embedded within the world, instead of within the agent-AI. Such a system is very
easily extensible and very flexible. The Sims, one of the best selling games in the world,
uses such a method (mentioned in Doornbos [Doo01]) to allow the game-characters to
interact with hundreds of different objects.

2.7

Complete Solutions

Only few non-commercial applications implement complete solutions to the above
mentioned problems. The Virtual Dublin Project [DHOO05] is one such project. It is
very similar to the Virtual Aachen Project, in that it also simulates a real city and tries
to achieve convincing looking results. The number of pedestrians, that it achieves to
simulate and render is especially noteworthy.
Most other applications are commercial, ranging from traffic-planning to computer
games and the movie-industry. Except for the computer games industry, most software
does not need to produce results in real-time. Of course shorter turn-around times are
always desirable, but it is of no concern in the movie-industry, if a scene takes some
time to compute the AI. Also artists working on scenes which require such simulations,
often have access to a whole server-farm, that can produce results very quickly, even
if a single PC would take several hours.
Massive1 [Mas] is a software that is used in many award-winning movies and TVproductions, including Avatar and Lord of the Rings. It is specialized in generating
believable crowds with thousands or even millions of agents. All agents react to their
surroundings using fuzzy logic to create a diverse appearance. Behaviors can be programmed for specific situations, but for common tasks pre-built rules can be plugged
together, without any programming effort. For example, creating a cheering crowd in
a stadium or populating an urban area with pedestrians is very easy and fast to accomplish. Since Massive does simulate each agent individually with all its local sensory
input (hearing, seeing, etc.) and it also allows to replace the fuzzy-logic module with
other decision methods (e.g. Hidden Markov Models) it can be used outside the movie
1 Multiple
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industry for real-world simulations, as well. For instance, emergencies, like a fire
breaking out in a building, can be simulated and the results can help to revise the floor
plan of a building.
VISSIM [AG] is a software that specializes in city simulations with pedestrians,
vehicles, cyclists, trams and everything else of importance. It can calculate the probability of traffic jams on a highway, or how well an intersection will work. It focuses
more on natural behavioral patterns, than on actual behavior, i.e. it is more important
for an urban-planner to know how regular traffic will behave, than to create a diverse
crowd with some agents acting very differently than others, as it might be desirable for
movies.
In computer games there are two notable examples: Assassin’s Creed [Ubi07] and
Grand Theft Auto 4 (GTA) [Roc08]. While there are earlier examples of so called open
world games, which simulate entire cities, Assassin’s Creed was one of the first games
that succeeded in delivering dense crowds, instead of mostly empty streets. A year
later GTA 4 was released, which was capable of combining a sophisticated traffic and
pedestrian simulation, where agents react most believably to the player’s actions.

12

Chapter 3
Traffic Simulation
When looking at a city, even from far away, most of the apparent movement and liveliness comes from cars driving around. The goal for the VAP’s traffic simulation is
to provide the same feeling of a living, active organism. Therefore the focus lies on
creating a traffic simulation that mimics real traffic in average situations. Exceptions,
like extreme traffic jams or crashes, are not supposed to happen. Also, although all
vehicles need to adhere to basic traffic regulations, there is no necessity to follow more
intricate rules. For instance, the rule priority to the right is easy to explain for a human, but it is quite difficult to get working properly in a computer system, because it
is very sensitive to timing and therefore very subjective to the driver’s point of view.
Additionally it is a typical example for a rule that can create deadlocks. And in reality
most junctions are regulated with traffic-signs, anyway. It is therefore questionable,
whether implementing such a rule would serve any purpose, which is why the system
presented here works on a first come, first serve basis. Who exactly was first is, however, not only dependent on actual positions and timings in the world, but also on the
inner workings of the algorithm.
Since the VAP does not contain dynamic objects that could block a vehicle’s passage, the only obstacle that cars need to handle, is the car in front of them. Therefore
they do not need sensors to analyze the world around them, which would be very computationally expensive. The only world-data they need, is a graph that defines where
streets are and how they are connected at junctions. Also no physical interaction between vehicles is necessary, since, by definition, cars will not collide with each other.
There is no procedure how to handle collisions, therefore avoiding them entirely is the
best approach. In most cities, and especially in Aachen, there are smaller side streets,
that are very narrow and therefore present a challenge to any driver. If the simulation would include collision detection for vehicles, that would mean that the driver AI
would also need to be intelligent enough to handle such situations, which would be
a major challenge (though for robotics research is done in this area, for example for
the DARPA Urban Challenge [DAR07]). The easier solution is to ignore collisions
between vehicles and other vehicles or the world-geometry.
Games and driving-simulations do not have this problem, because their world13
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data is artificial and built in a way that does not create too narrow streets in the first
place. The geometry is optimized to never be a problem for the driving-AI. In the VAP,
however, real-world data is used and that contains many problematic configurations.
Section 3.1 describes the world representation for the traffic simulation and especially how it is created from the available data. The concept of world sampling is
introduced, which is important for all data-generation steps. Special attention is put
on how to process junctions, although sometimes user-input will be necessary. Section
3.2 briefly describes how the same mechanisms used in the street-graph creation, can
also be employed to enrich the graphics, by adding more detail to the world. Finally
section 3.3 presents the actual vehicle AI. The concept of reserving dots is introduced
and it is shown how it is utilized in different situations. On top of that some additional
features are explained, for example the traffic jam prevention mechanism in section
3.3.4 and traffic lights in section 3.3.5. Crosswalks and parking spaces are already described in this chapter, mostly regarding their creation. But since they are the two ways
that the pedestrian simulation can interact with the traffic simulation, some aspects are
ignored for now and taken up again in chapter 4.

3.1

World Representation

This section describes the data-structure that represents the road network and how it
is created from the input-data. The street-graph is created in a preprocessing step and
includes as much information as possible, such that the AI does not need to make
complex computations at runtime.
The input-data for the graph construction consists of two parts: First, there is already a graph extracted from GIS-data (the input graph), that describes where streets
are and how they are connected. It does, however, not include any additional GIS
information. Second, there is the ready-made, textured 3D mesh for the entire city.
It is important to know, that the input graph can only be considered a rough guide.
It is a subset of the data, that is used by the tool that creates the 3D mesh to carve
the streets into the landscape. However, often there is conflicting information even in
the GIS-data itself. For example, the street-data includes streets that are underground.
Since it is all in 2D, though, such conflicts need to be handled differently. Therefore
the conversion tool always grants buildings higher priority than streets. The resulting
mesh is consistent in itself, but it can deviate considerably from the GIS-data. Since
our tool gets the same input-data, it has to figure out on its own, whether a street is
valid or not. Therefore it has to synchronize the GIS street-graph with the 3D mesh
somehow.
Also the input street-graph really only describes where streets are. There is no
additional information1 , e.g. how wide a street is, what type it is (small side street,
highway, forest track, etc.), whether it is a one way street or whether it has dual lanes.
1 At

least not in the data-set that our faculty possesses.
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Figure 3.1: A street-graph as it is defined in the GIS-data.
All this has to be inferred mostly from the 3D mesh and some heuristics. For instance,
the width of a street can be a hint about the allowed top speed.
Finally, although the input data might cover every street that actually exists in the
city, there are many places, where one would rather not have traffic. For example short
dead-end streets are rarely used in reality. But instead of making the vehicle-AI more
intelligent and avoid having them enter such streets, they are simply subtracted from
the final street-graph. Another example are agricultural roads. They are included in
the final mesh with a different texture, but certainly no cars are supposed to drive there.
Figure 3.1 shows the unprocessed input-data. Clearly wide streets and junctions
can be problematic in that they are either overly detailed or are missing vital information (the middle streets are not connected to any of the side streets).

3.1.1

World Sampling

The 3D mesh contains a lot of valuable information, that is missing from the input
graph. The texture, that is applied to a polygon, indicates its intended use. For example, a meadow-texture means that no cars are supposed to drive there, even if the input
graph defines a street at that position. A boardwalk-texture on the other hand, indicates
that pedestrians can walk there, but also that this could be a reasonable area to park a
car.
The 3D mesh is generated in a lengthy process from several sources of 2D data, a
15
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heightmap, manual edits and potentially even by simulating historical events and the
growth of the city over time. Therefore the 3D mesh is the only complete representation of the city which is why it is not possible to get the information from a more
convenient data-structure.
However, the information can be extracted from the 3D mesh by using ray-casts.
During the preprocessing step, the 3D mesh is loaded into a physics-engine, which can
then be used to cast a ray from any point into any direction and get the polygon that
was hit. Each polygon has a material assigned. The VAP’s material-system allows to
store meta-data, defined by the user through text-files. This enables the application to
query the polygon’s material for any kind of information, that it might need.
Note that the VAP’s 3D mesh (which does not include entities such as trees, cars,
traffic-signs, etc.) is fairly two-dimensional. There are no overhangs at buildings or
other complex geometry. Therefore one can easily sample any XZ-position by raycasting downwards from a high position. The result then includes the exact value for
the Y -component and the material at that position.
Single ray-casts are useful for sanity checks, like checking whether a vertex of
the street-graph is actually located on a street-polygon. Much more information can
be determined by doing a sequence of ray-casts. For example, the width of a street
can be determined by doing a series of ray-casts from the center of a street outwards
until a polygon is found whose material does not have the street-property, as depicted
in figure 3.2. Of course such repeated sampling uses fixed step-sizes which limits its
precision, but none of our algorithms needs more precision than 0.2 meters.

sidewalk

street

sidewalk

Figure 3.2: Determining the street-width via ray-casts.

3.1.2

Basics

In the following sections some terms are used with a specific meaning:
Vertex A vertex from the street-graph. It has a 3D position and can be connected to
other vertices. If it is connected to no vertex, it has no use and can be deleted. If
16
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it is connected to one other vertex, it is the last vertex of a dead-end street. If it
is connected to two other vertices, it is a sample-point on a street. If it has three
or more connections it is a junction.
Edge Connects two vertices. Its length is the euclidean distance between the connected vertices.
Junction A vertex that has three or more connections to other vertices. A vertex with
exactly one connection can also be seen as a junction, since it also defines the
end of a street but in general it means a vertex where several streets meet.
Street Starting at a junction-point (or dead-end-point) along one outgoing edge, traversing all vertices with two edges, until another junction-point (or dead-endpoint) is reached, all vertices and edges along the way define the street. That
means the first and last vertex of a street have either only one or at least three
connections, all others have exactly two connections and one can traverse the
vertices from the first to the last vertex. The length of a street is defined as the
sum of the lengths of all the street’s edges.
Dead-end A street where the first or last vertex has only one connection.
The algorithm to create the street-graph consists of the following steps:
1. Data clean-up
(a) Remove redundant vertices
(b) Subdivide long edges
(c) Project onto ground and remove invalid streets
(d) Find main graph-component
(e) Remove short dead-ends
(f) Compute street-widths and center streets
(g) Smooth vertex positions
2. Lanes
(a) Create lanes
(b) Connect lanes at junctions
(c) Improve complex junctions through user hints
3. Find one-way streets
4. Find positions for parking spaces
(a) Detect free space along lane
17
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(b) Check for rural area
(c) Insert splines, check for occluders along path
5. Find positions for crosswalks
The very first operation in the preprocessing phase is to clean up the input graph
from bad data. For example, at some positions many vertices are very close to each
other. Those are removed and only a single vertex remains, to prevent problems in later
operations. Then all edges that exceed a length of 5 meters are recursively subdivided
to guarantee a regular sampling. Then the whole graph is projected onto the ground,
because the input graph is only defined in the XZ-plane. Every vertex that is projected
onto a surface, that does not have the street-property (like building-roofs or foresttracks) is deleted.
The input graph can already consist of several graph-components, and the above
mentioned operations can create additional components. Therefore now all graphcomponents are detected and only the one component with the most vertices is kept.
Otherwise it could happen, that streets remain, that are not connected to the rest, such
that cars can only drive in circles there.
In the next step all dead-end streets that are shorter than 200 meters are deleted.
There are two reasons for this: First, streets that are shorter than 15 meters are most
certainly artifacts from the input data or the previous operations. Second, cars need
to turn around at the end of a dead-end, which looks rather strange (the driving-AI
is not capable of complex maneuvers, therefore the cars just spin around). To reduce
how often this happens, only dead-ends that are very long and therefore important are
kept. The dead-end removal is repeated several times to iteratively remove all deadends that are shorter than 200 meters. Since cities are usually built with many circular
connections in their streets, there is no danger in removing too much from the graph
this way. Instead it ensures that cars can drive in circles most of the time and don’t
need to turn around at the end of a street too often, which improves the overall visual
quality of the simulation.
Now the general graph-structure is finished. The next steps focus on improving its
quality. For all edges their direction is computed and from the direction and the UPvector (0, 1, 0) their RIGHT -vector is computed by a cross-product. Each edge is then
sampled at regular intervals and at each sample point, along the positive and negative
RIGHT -vector, the world is sampled in regular steps (0.2 meters) to determine the
distance at which a non-street surface is located. Of all the values for the street-widths,
only the minimum value is stored. Figure 3.3 shows the result of this computation. The
pink lines are rendered parallel to their edge, in the distance where the street-border is
detected. The yellow lines are the street-graph, which is supposed to be in the center of
the streets. Obviously, that is not always the case. The street-widths should therefore
be used to center the vertices of the street-graph properly. However, especially at edges
close to junctions the street-width is often unreliable. To remedy this, first all edges
are classified as either reliable or unreliable. Experiments showed that an edge can be
18
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Figure 3.3: Pink lines represent the street-width computed for an edge.
regarded reliable, if both its (minimal) widths (to the left and the right) are below 15
meters. Otherwise the edge is probably located on a junction and a proper width cannot
be computed. Now in an iterative process unreliable edges copy the widths from an
adjacent edge, if that is marked as reliable. This way reliable values are propagated
through the graph.
After all edges have proper edge-widths, the vertices can be centered. This is
done by taking all incident edges at a vertex and accumulating the displacements that
each edge would add to the vertex. Finally the average displacement is added to the
vertex’s position. This rather complex routine is necessary to guarantee good results,
especially at junction-vertices which are influenced by several, possibly contradicting,
displacements.
The whole process of computing the widths, propagating the reliable values and
centering the vertices is then repeated a second time to get a better result. Since this
involves millions of ray-casts to sample the world, this procedure is the most computationally intensive in the street-graph creation and takes roughly two minutes (on a
2.6 GHz QuadCore), even though most operations are distributed among all available
CPU cores.
As the last step, all vertex-positions are smoothed with a low-pass filter. The vertex
itself has a weighting of 2 and all adjacent vertices are weighted 1. So, for a regular
19
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vertex, that only has two connections it is a [1 2 1] filter-kernel.

3.1.3

Lanes

The previous paragraphs described how the street-graph skeleton is created. It only
defines where streets are, though, it does not exactly describe how vehicles can drive
around the city. Since the street-graph vertices are centered on every street, it is possible to insert lanes to the left and right of each edge. These lanes will form a directed
cyclic graph, because vehicles are only supposed to drive into one direction on each
lane.
Figure 3.4 shows a junction where all incident streets have lanes added to their left
and right. Note that junction-vertices are excluded from the procedure. For very wide
streets, two lanes are added on each side, such that there will be two lanes to drive into
one direction and two for the other direction.

Figure 3.4: Along all streets, lanes are inserted to the left and right.

Connecting Lanes at Junctions
As figure 3.4 demonstrates, lanes from different streets need to be connected somehow,
to form the final street-graph. After some testing, a Cubic Hermite Spline proved to
20
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yield the most natural results for a curved lane. However, simply connecting all lanes
with each other can result in some bad configurations. Therefore an incoming lane
should not be connected with an outgoing lane, if the angle between the last edge of
the incoming lane and the first edge of the outgoing lane is more than 100 degree. This
avoids too steep curves. However, an incoming lane is always connected to at least
one outgoing lane, even if it would violate other rules. At dead-end vertices (which
are similar to junctions) there is exactly one incoming and one outgoing lane. They
are connected with a spline with slightly altered parameters, which improves this turnaround lane.

Figure 3.5: Curves added to connect the lanes.
Figure 3.5 shows the result after connecting all incoming with all outgoing lanes.
Note that the incoming lower right lane is not connected to the outgoing right lane and
vice versa. To ensure high quality turns for the cars, without a too complex movement
model, the street-graph itself is supposed to already be of high quality. Therefore
the splines have a very fine subdivision. To not waste too much memory, the level
of subdivision is determined independently for each spline, by iteratively checking at
which subdivision level the lane’s edges do not exceed angles of 5 degree.
Handling extreme Junctions
As could already be seen in figure 3.1 on page 15, some streets and junctions are rather
complex. For an observer it is obvious that only a few streets meet at that junction,
21
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but the GIS-data does contain eight junctions (the pink dots) where only one should
be. There is no obvious algorithm to detect whether such data is legitimate. Another
problem is, that from two sides there are three incoming streets each. The reason for
this configuration is the following: The center street is actually supposed to be metadata that only describes that there is one big street. The streets to the left and right of it
are supposed to mark that those are two-lane one-way streets. Some of this information
cannot be represented by the GIS-format, which is why it was just included as normal
street-data, since it is obvious to any human observer. Some information, however, is
included in the GIS-data, but is ignored by the program that creates the input graph
(the tool that creates the 3D mesh).

A
B

Figure 3.6: All vertices inside a red circle are collapsed to one.
The only way to fix such complex configurations, is with a little human intervention. All that the street-graph creation algorithm needs to know, is which junctions are
problematic. Therefore whenever a user finds a junction in the VAP, that is handled
badly, he can place a special sphere-entity at that position, where the center of the
sphere defines the proper position of the junction, and the radius of the sphere includes
all street-graph vertices that are problematic. In figure 3.6 the purple dots represent the
redundant junction-vertices. The red star is the center of the sphere, that a user placed
right in the center of where the junction should be. The red circle is the sphere’s radius.
It is scaled to a size at which it includes all the redundant vertices.
These entities are simply stored on disk and when the street-graph is recreated,
they are used as hints for the algorithm to fix these junctions. All vertices inside such
a sphere are removed and replaced by one vertex at the position of the sphere center.
All edges with one vertex outside the sphere and one inside will be newly connected,
such that the edge connects the outside vertex with the new center vertex.
Figure 3.7 shows an extreme example. In the VAP there are actually only a few
junctions that need this special treatment, something around 30 such spheres need to
22
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be manually placed. Since they are reused every time the street-graph is created, it is
very little work, compared to manually editing the final graph afterwards. Also this
work can be done gradually, it is not necessary to fix all problems at the same time.

Figure 3.7: Spheres placed to indicate problematic junctions.
After replacing these problematic junction-vertices with one correct vertex, it happens that several streets share the same start and end vertices. For instance, in figure
3.6 the two streets marked A and B would then both start at the left junction and end
at the right junction, so one of them would be redundant. It is easy to detect whether
two streets, that start at the same vertex, also end at the same vertex, and then to delete
one of them. However, there are some legitimate configurations like this, therefore
such streets are only removed if both the start and the end vertex are manually placed
junctions.

3.1.4

One Way Streets

The street-graph creation does not generate one-way streets so far. One reason is, that
with two-way streets it is always possible to guarantee that the directed graph allows to
traverse from any vertex to any other (i.e. it is a strongly connected graph), because for
every street, lanes in both directions are inserted. Another reason is, that there simply
is no information in the input-data about which streets should be one-way streets.
However, without one-way streets some areas look strange, for example the rings
around the city center are clearly meant to be separated into clockwise and counterclockwise traffic.
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That is why the VAP allows to place special markers close to streets, to turn them
into one-way streets. These markers only need to point roughly into the desired direction. In the preprocessing phase it is computed which vertex a marker is closest to.
The direction of the marker and the direction of an edge incident to the vertex is then
used to classify the whole street as a one-way street.
When lanes are created for a one-way street, both lanes simply point into the same
direction, instead of opposing directions. One exception is used, though. If a street
is a dead-end, it will never be a one-way street. Apart from this minor safe-guard,
no sanity-checks are done on the validity of one-way street configurations. So it is
possible to create a city, where vehicles can drive from one side to the other, but not
back. It would be possible to find all strongly connected components (SCC) of a
graph and then turn streets that connect one SCC with another into two-way streets
again. It was however decided, that it is the user’s responsibility not to create such
configurations in the first place. It is rather easy for a human to figure out whether
there is a potential problem, especially since one-way streets are quite rare compared
to the number of two-way streets. Therefore no additional work was put into making
this more robust.

3.1.5

Parking Spaces

The positions where cars can park are entirely precomputed. There is no information
about dedicated parking spaces, so the only possibility to place them is at the side of
streets. To find positions for parking spaces an algorithm traverses all lanes and at every vertex, it samples the world 1.5 meters to the right of the street. The surface at that
position must have the property AllowParkingCars, which is only set for materials that
also allow pedestrians to walk there, but not on asphalt. So vehicles can neither park on
street surfaces nor on grass, but are restricted to boardwalks. Also, if a building is too
close to a street, the ray-cast would hit its roof, which also does not have the necessary
property. Now several additional samples are taken around the parking space, to make
sure, that the whole area is free of obstacles.
Since cars need to drive into a parking space, the position where it will stand is not
enough. The car also needs splines on which it can enter and exit the parking space,
without driving through obstacles. These splines need to be connected on one end with
the lane and on the other with the parking space. The connection points need to be far
enough away, so that the spline has a natural curve. Therefore, from the lane vertex
that is directly next to the parking space, the lane is traversed forwards and backwards
and two vertices are searched that are at least 5 meters away. If that is not possible on
the same lane, for example, because the parking space is very close to a junction, it is
discarded.
Otherwise the two vertices are stored with the parking space as the position where
a car would leave the lane to enter the parking space, and the position where a car
would enter the lane again, after driving out of a parking space.
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Now that the exact routes to enter and exit the parking space are known, an algorithm traverses both splines in regular steps (0.5 meters) and checks whether any
entity (trees, traffic-signs, etc.) is inside a sphere with 1.5 meter radius. The vehicles
are around 2 meters wide and they also need a little bit more space when they rotate, so
with a 1.5 meter radius it is ensured that no static entities are in the path of a vehicle,
when it moves in or out of a parking space. If there is an entity in the vicinity, though,
the whole parking space is discarded.
If a parking space is found, the next one must be at least 8 meters away, so the
algorithm that traverses the lanes will skip some vertices, before trying to place another
parking space.
Figure 3.8 shows the visualization of parking spaces. The orange lines are the
street-lanes in both directions. At certain positions green splines branch off to a parking space at the side of the road. The red splines are the ones that head back onto the
lanes. Notice that the street-lamp is recognized as an obstacle and therefore no parking
space is placed there.

Figure 3.8: Parking spaces placed at the sides of streets.
On a left lane of a one-way street, the parking spaces need to be placed on the left
side, instead of on the right side, of course.
Additionally, simply placing parking spaces everywhere looks unnatural, espe25
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cially in rural areas where there are not always buildings next to every street. For
instance, a road through a forest should not be lined with parking spaces. Therefore,
a parking space is only placed, if in a radius of 50 meters there is at least one building. This is detected by sampling the world in a circular pattern around the parking
place and checking the surfaces’ materials for the Building property, which is set for
all roof-materials.

3.1.6

Crosswalks

Pedestrians need to cross streets, otherwise the pedestrian simulation will look incomplete. A pedestrian crossing a street is an obstacle for vehicles, that needs to be handled
properly. Therefore it is not allowed for pedestrians to just walk over a street anywhere.
Only at key positions, that fulfill certain restrictions, is this possible. Also, the traffic simulation first needs to acknowledge that the crosswalk area will be blocked for
vehicles.
The restrictions, that a crosswalk needs to fulfill are as follows:
• On both sides of the street walkable surfaces need to be. Pedestrians should only
start walking over a street, if there is a valid destination on the other side.
• There must not be major obstacles on either side. The area around the crosswalks
must be free of buildings, to guarantee an unobstructed path for pedestrians.
• The crosswalk needs to go straight across one street. It must not cover other
streets, as well (like when it is too close to a junction area) and it must not
occupy too much space on the street.
• It needs to be 2-3 meters wide, such that several pedestrians can cross the street
simultaneously.
The way potential crosswalks are detected is similar to parking spaces. An algorithm traverses all streets and tries to place one every 25 meters. If successful, the
next one will be placed at least 50 meters away. Otherwise it will continue after 25
meters. At every checked position, the vector orthogonal to the street direction is used
to sample the world 3 meters to the left and right of the street center. If the surface
has the property AllowCrosswalks, a sequence of samples in regular intervals (0.2 meters) is taken along the street-direction, over a range of 3 meters, on both sides. If any
of those samples hit surfaces without the AllowCrosswalks-property, the crosswalk is
discarded, because it is definitely obstructed by buildings or non-walkable area.
If all tests succeed, the crosswalk is stored. It can, however, still be discarded later
by the pedestrian simulation preprocessing phase, because both sides of the crosswalk
also need to be located inside a valid NavMesh-cell, which can only be decided after
the NavMesh has been generated. This is also discussed in chapter 4.3.1.
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Figure 3.9: Potential positions for crosswalks.
Figure 3.9 shows the result of the crosswalk-computation. The green rectangles
show positions that fulfill all criteria. To enrich the graphical representation, every
second crosswalk is also used to add an entity to the world, which renders a crosswalk
pattern onto the street. There are much more crosswalks in the VAP, than in real life,
because it is the only means for pedestrians to go across a street, in contrast to reality,
where people will just cross it wherever they want. Therefore not all crosswalks are
also visualized.

3.2

Traffic Signs

The street-graph imposes some constraints onto vehicles, that are not always apparent.
For example, the top-speed of vehicles is limited by the width of a street, to prevent vehicles from driving too fast through a narrow street. Also at junctions not all branches
are always present. If a curve would be too steep, lanes are not connected. Therefore
at some junctions vehicles that come from one direction are limited in which branches
they can take.
Although the vehicle AI does not look out for traffic signs, it does follow some
rules, that would in real life be presented with traffic signs. To enrich the VAP’s graphical representation and to justify to an observer, why vehicles act the way they do, the
street-graph is used to place traffic signs. All traffic signs are accurate, i.e. they are
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not randomly chosen, but present an actual restriction. The following traffic signs are
placed completely automatically:
• Speed limit signs are placed at the beginning of nearly every street (except if
no possible position to place it is found). The speed limit for every street is
determined from its average width and length. The limits in use are 30, 50, 70
and 100 km/h.
• At the end of a street, a few meters before it turns into a junction, arrow signs
that show which branches can be taken, are placed. For this, the angles between
the incoming and all outgoing lanes are analyzed, to find which directions are allowed. Then the appropriate sign is chosen (i.e. only right, only left and straight,
etc.). If an incoming lane is connected with all outgoing lanes, no such sign is
placed.
• Dead-end signs are placed at the beginning of every dead-end street (i.e. a street
where cars need to turn around at its end).
• No-entry signs are placed on both street-sides (if possible) at the end of one-way
streets.
The algorithm to place traffic signs is straight forward. Some rule determines
which sign is supposed to be placed and roughly where (along the street). For instance, speed-limit signs should be at the beginning of a street, arrows at junctions
should be at the end of a street. This rough position information is used to traverse
the street-data in a given range and sample the world to the right of the street, to find
a surface with the property AllowStreetSigns. If no possible position is found in the
given range, the sign is simply discarded. It is also discarded, if a street-sign is inside
a crosswalk-area.
Traffic signs are placed after the lanes of the street-graph are created, but before
parking spaces are computed. Therefore, the traffic sign placement does not need to
take care, not to place a sign too close to a parking space. The parking space placement
algorithm, however, needs to take these obstacles into consideration.
The traffic signs are, however, tuned to be placed at non-critical positions. If there
are too many signs at badly chosen intervals, placing parking spaces and crosswalks
would become difficult. In reality, several traffic signs for the same street are often
combined on one pole, to save space. Since this is not possible here, only the most
basic signs are used.
When a sign is placed, its default orientation is also tilted and rotated randomly
(using a gaussian distribution). This is supposed to make the world look more natural.
Therefore it can happen that a traffic sign looks rather crooked. This is not an error,
but done intentionally.
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3.3

Vehicle Movement

The previous sections described how, from the given input-data, the final street-graph
is created. It will become clear, that a lot of effort that went into the data preprocessing,
was done to simplify the runtime AI. The traffic simulation is continuously run on the
whole city, with several thousand vehicle agents (the VAP uses between 2000 and 3000
vehicles). That means the computational demands for updating one vehicle need to be
low. Therefore the AI is kept simple. There is no proper obstacle detection (neither for
static, nor dynamic obstacles). Instead, there is a way to inform vehicles of obstacles
in their way. Every vehicle only needs to check for a single obstacle directly in front of
it (on the street-graph). All computations that vehicles need to do regard moving forward. If an obstacle is close, the vehicle will slow down, if the obstacle moves further
away or disappears entirely, the vehicle can speed up again. Vehicles do not plan paths
throughout the city. They simply drive forward and when they encounter a junction,
they decide which branch to take. All important information is already present in the
street-graph in convenient data-structures, that allow fast access. Tests showed that
more than 10000 vehicles can be simulated without affecting the VAP’s performance,
however, the current city model does not have enough space to accommodate such a
large amount of vehicles.

3.3.1

Basics

From now on, whenever the term dot is used, it refers to a vertex on a lane from
the street-graph. Additionally it is usually used in the context of reserving space as
described in the next section (3.3.2).
Basic vehicular movement mainly moves vehicles along lanes. Each vehicle stores
on which lane and at which dot it currently is, along with the complete 3D position in
space. Vehicles can move freely in space, they are not restricted to discrete steps (e.g.
from dot to dot). The vehicle’s velocity determines how far it will move during one
update-step. It then calculates the distance from it’s current position to the next dot.
If the remaining distance to move forwards is smaller than the distance to the dot, it
moves that much forward and the update is finished. Otherwise, the vehicle’s current
position is set to the dot’s position, the distance to move forwards is reduced by the
proper amount and the car’s current dot variable is updated. This operation is repeated,
until the vehicle reaches it’s target position.
When a vehicle reaches the end of a lane, i.e. it’s current dot is the lane’s last dot
and it still has some distance left to move forwards, it needs to switch to another lane.
All lanes store which other lanes they are connected to. The most primitive solution,
is to randomly choose one of them, set the vehicles current lane variable to that value
and reset its current dot variable to zero (i.e. the first dot on that lane).
The result is a simple traffic system, where vehicles drive on the right side of streets
and choose random turns at junctions. No collision detection or collision avoidance
takes place, which means vehicles will drive through each other at junctions, and will
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never slow down or speed up due to obstacles.

3.3.2

Reserving Space

The next step to make the traffic simulation more realistic, is to have vehicles watch
out for obstacles such as other cars, and slow down to avoid collisions. Although real
traffic can be quite complex and drivers need to be aware of many things happening
around them, simulated traffic can be reduced to very few core concepts. In this system
drivers will never make errors. That means, they will never drive too fast and they will
never switch lanes in a way that others become endangered. That means drivers do
not need to watch out for problems that arise from the ruthless driving of others. After
all these problematic cases are taken away, traffic becomes surprisingly simple. In
general, every vehicle only needs to consider a single obstacle, the one that is closest
in front of it (on the same lane).
When modeling physically based behaviors the vehicle’s speed v0 and maximum
deceleration a determine the braking distance SB , as shown in equation 3.1
v0 2
(3.1)
2a
The idea for an error-free traffic simulation is to guarantee each vehicle an unobstructed path in front of it, that is at least as long as the vehicle’s braking distance.
Even in the worst case, this will allow any vehicle to come to a full stop. Of course
this path needs to be exclusively reserved for one vehicle. It is of no use, if a vehicle
has 100 meters free in front of it, if that path crosses a junction and other vehicles were
still allowed to cross that junction, too.
Therefore other vehicles need to be informed, which areas are already reserved
by vehicles as their safety braking distance, such that others will not interfere with
it. For this, every vehicle gets a unique identifier, the reservation-ID. Every dot holds
an additional variable, whose value is −1 if a dot is not reserved at the moment, and
the reservation-ID of a vehicle, if that vehicle successfully reserved the dot for its
exclusive use.
Now the system works as following: At each update an active car computes its
braking distance. It then starts at its current dot and traverses the street-graph forwards
for the computed distance. All dots on that path are checked for existing reservations.
If possible a dot is reserved for the car itself, if a dot is, however, already reserved with
a different reservation-ID, the algorithm terminates.
When the algorithm successfully reserved all dots, plus some additional space, the
vehicle is allowed to accelerate further, because nothing is blocking its way. If an
already reserved dot was found, that means an obstacle is close and the vehicle will
start braking. When a vehicle moves forwards and its current dot is advanced by one,
the previously current dot’s reservation-ID will be reset to −1. A vehicle will always
try to reserve a range of at least 5 meters. So, for example, when it came to a halt, it
will not start moving again, before at least 5 meters are free in front of it.
SB =
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Figure 3.10: Cars reserve dots in front of them.
A reserved dot stays reserved until the corresponding vehicle crosses it. This means
the path, that was successfully reserved during the last update, will still be completely
available in the next update. To move further forwards, the reserved range only needs
to be extended. This extension can fail (due to other vehicles at that position) and the
vehicle will then brake. Since for its current speed the necessary braking distance has
been reserved, it will always be able to brake in time, if necessary to a complete halt.
The farthest reserved dot is also used as a look-ahead. It is a dot that, since it is
already reserved, will definitely be crossed by the vehicle, though it is usually about
20 meters away from the current position. The vehicle’s current direction and the
direction to the look-ahead dot are compared. The angle between the two vectors
indicates whether the car will make sharp turns in the near future. Two features are
implemented with this knowledge. First, cars will slow down when they come close to
a sharp turn. This improves how natural the driving behavior looks. Second, cars will
enable their left or right indicator. This enhances the VAP’s visual richness.
Figure 3.10 shows how vehicles reserve dots in front of them. The car coming from
the bottom (red dots) will slow down, because it cannot reserve more dots until the car
from the left (turquoise dots) has passed through the junction.
The number of dots that a car will try to reserve in front of it is determined by its
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current speed and the tesselation of the street-graph. In detailed areas (like junctions)
the street-graph has up to one dot every 25 centimeters, but never more. The top speed
of vehicles is 100 km/h. Vehicles brake with a deceleration of 7 meters/sec. Using the
formula given in equation 3.1 that requires a look-ahead of 55 meters. Consequently,
in an absolute worst-case scenario, a vehicle would reserve 220 dots in each update
step. This is independent from the size of the world (and thus the street-graph) and
independent from the number of active vehicles and therefore has a complexity of
O(1). However, on average vehicles will drive much slower, usually around 50 km/h
and the tesselation of the street-graph is usually around one dot every four meters, so
the average number of dots to reserve is somewhere around 15.

3.3.3

Junctions

The previous section focused on collision avoidance on regular streets. This is mostly
important if, for example, a vehicle drives generally faster than another vehicle in front
of it. That way, the faster vehicle will adapt to the limiting circumstances. Another
reason for a vehicle to slow down on a regular street is, if a traffic light or a crosswalk
blocks the passage, as described in chapter 4.3.3 on page 59.
More complex interactions between vehicles, though, happen at junctions. The
main problem at intersections is, that although streets cross each other there, they are
not connected with each other. For instance, on a four-way intersection the streets
going from east to west (and vice versa) are not connected in any way with the streets
that go from north to south (and vice versa). That means, although a vehicle will
reserve dots on its own lane (east to west), that won’t stop vehicles on the north-south
lane to cross the intersection.
Additionally, on regular streets it is sufficient to just reserve a dot every few meters,
because cars are restricted to driving one after another, so they only need to maintain
a distance of at least one car-length to not touch each other. At junctions it becomes
more complicated, because cars are supposed to cross an intersection simultaneously,
even in opposing directions, as long as they won’t touch each other. This means, that
not only a car’s length, but also its width needs to be considered. In general, the whole
volume that the car will pass through, as it crosses a junction-area must be accounted
for.
Reservation Sets
The solution can be seen in figure 3.11. Each intersection is covered with a dense grid
of dots. For each junction-lane a reservation set in this grid is computed. For this, the
lane is traversed at regular intervals (0.25 meters) and it is detected which dots from
the grid are inside a radius of 1 meter (because vehicles are about 2 meters wide). All
dots that are thus detected to be close to the path, that the vehicle will take through the
junction, are gathered in a set.
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Figure 3.11: A dense grid across a junction and two disjunct reservation sets in use.
So, for each lane there is one such set. Whenever a vehicle wants to cross a junction, it needs to reserve this entire set before it can continue. If it can successfully
reserve this set of dots, it is guaranteed that the entire volume through the intersection
will be exclusively used by itself and no other cars will touch it. Especially on bigger,
more complex junctions, there will be several completely disjunct sets, which means
that vehicles can cross it simultaneously without problems. But if it were possible that
two cars could even slightly scratch each other on two different paths, this is detected
and prohibited.
Since the reservation set is only one big group of dots, and there is no easy way to
detect which of them are in front of a vehicle and which are behind it, it is not possible
to release them (reset their reservation-ID to −1) as a car drives across them. Therefore
a reservation set is released (entirely) once the vehicle leaves the related lane.
Several Vehicles in a Row
Obviously, reservation sets, implemented as described above, can only be reserved
by one car at a time, which means a car must completely cross an intersection before
another vehicle can do so. This severely slows down the traffic flow.
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Each reservation set represents one path through an intersection. If a set is reserved,
it actually does not matter how many cars are on that lane. The cars will still keep their
distance to each other, so if the set could be reserved, without tying the reservation to
a single vehicle, but to all vehicles on the same lane, they could drive in convoy.
Therefore the system is extended. Each lane gets its own unique reservation-ID.
Whenever a vehicle arrives at a junction, the reservation-ID of the incoming lane is
used to reserve the needed set. This way all vehicles that enter the junction from the
same direction will use the same ID to reserve sets. As a result, if one car has already
reserved a set and started driving, the car behind it will also succeed in reserving the
same set, because it uses the same ID, instead of its own.
Taking different Turns
The fact that the reservation-ID of the incoming lane is used, means that vehicles
which come from the same direction will not prevent each other from reserving a set.
Only vehicles that come from other directions could interfere with it. Consequently,
it is possible that one vehicle reserves a set for a lane that goes straight across an
intersection, while the car behind it will reserve a set for the lane that takes a turn to
the right. Such behavior is often seen in reality. A car will already take a right turn,
even if the car in front of it has not yet completed driving straight across a junction,
because there is no need to wait for it.
However, there is one caveat. Both vehicles take different lanes, but both lanes
share at least a few meters of common space at their beginning. So before a car can
make the turn to the right, the car in front of it (which goes straight across the street)
must have advanced at least those few meters that both lanes share. Since it is possible
that a car might stop in the middle of a junction (due to other obstacles or congestion)
one cannot rely on timing, meaning it is not guaranteed, that by the time that the later
car reaches the junction, the previous one will have driven "far enough" to not obstruct
the path.
Therefore an additional trick is necessary. The reservation sets for each lane are
extended by dots on other lanes, that are in the lanes path. For example, a lane that
turns to the right will have a reservation set that not only includes the dots from the
dense grid, but also those dots on other lanes (for instance one that goes straight across
the street). However, at runtime these dots are reserved with a vehicles reservation-ID
(during the look-ahead) and reset to −1 when a vehicle has just moved across it. So
in the example where one vehicle is already crossing the junction on a straight lane,
the one behind it won’t be able to reserve the lane that turns to the right, until the car
in front of it has moved far enough, to leave the area where it interferes with the other
lane.
As a result cars will either drive in convoy on exactly the same lane without restrictions, or they will wait before driving into an intersection, until all necessary space is
free of other vehicles, no matter whether they come from other directions or from the
same direction, but have other destinations, where they still share some common space
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on their way. There are more intricate details to how the algorithm works exactly, because it is a complex problem, but those are mere implementation details and are of no
interest for further discussion.
Preventing Deadlocks
In general it can happen, that vehicles stop while they are on an intersection, mostly
because of slow traffic in front of them, or because of pedestrians on crosswalks that
block the path. In some situations it can then happen that a circular dependency arises,
where a vehicle cannot leave the junction-area, unless vehicles in front of it move forwards, but those cannot move either, because they are dependent on that same junction
becoming free first. There are many different ways that such deadlocks can occur. It
is possible to detect circular dependencies, but there is no obvious and reliable way
to resolve them. There are even configurations that are entirely impossible to resolve,
without breaking inherent rules of the simulation.
In traffic simulations, one important observation is, that a deadlock always has at
least one junction that is blocked by a vehicle that cannot completely move across. So
the easiest solution to prevent deadlocks from happening in the first place, is to only let
vehicles enter an intersection, if they are guaranteed to be able to cross it completely.
This is easily accomplished. Before a vehicle will start driving across a junction, it
will check the lane on the other side. Every lane stores its own length and the amount
of vehicles currently driving along it. A heuristic then determines whether the lane is
too full. Every vehicle needs a set amount of space, even if all vehicles are standing
close to each other. A car is five meters long, it needs at least one meter free space
in front and behind it, so a pessimistic value of eight meters per car is used. So if the
length of the street minus the number of cars times eight is lower than eight, the street
is considered too full to accommodate another car. In that case a car will not cross
a junction (and of course not reserve any reservation sets or dots on lanes either) and
instead wait until there is enough room to guarantee free passage.

3.3.4

Traffic Jam Prevention

So far it was not mentioned how vehicles decide at junctions, which branch they will
take. It was implied, that the decision is purely random. However, this is not the
case. There is a random component that influences the final decision, but several other
factors are also considered and some take precedence. These are the most important
ones:
• The ratio of cars to a lane’s length determines how full a lane is. Lanes that
are completely filled are given the lowest possible priority. Lanes that are very
empty get higher priority.
• Longer lanes are preferred to shorter lanes, since they fill up slower.
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• If a vehicle is currently looking for a parking space, lanes with free parking
spaces are given higher priority.
• If an outgoing lane is identical to the vehicle’s incoming lane (i.e. a vehicle
would drive in circles), it is entirely ignored.
• Finally, one lane is randomly chosen and its priority is increased by a small
amount.
With a purely random decision traffic jams will happen. A purely deterministic
decision will however become apparent to many observers and without a very thorough analysis of the current state of congestion it will also often produce undesirable
results. For example, if longer lanes always get higher priority than shorter lanes, it
will become very unlikely that cars take the branch into the shorter lane, ever.
Therefore a mixture of both approaches is used. If there are strong reasons not to
take a certain branch, mostly because it is already full, that takes precedence. However,
among those branches that fulfill all necessary requirements, an additional random
component can tip the scale against the purely deterministic priorities.
Of course the final system cannot prevent traffic jams entirely. If there are too many
cars in the simulation or even only in a part of the city, then traffic jams are inevitable.
However, the heuristics used to choose a target branch at a junction are designed to
spread vehicles regularly across the city, according to the capacity of adjacent streets
and the actual traffic flow as it develops at runtime. As long as the system is only run
with a limited number of vehicles, it becomes very unlikely that significant traffic jams
will occur.

3.3.5

Traffic Lights

The VAP’s traffic simulation system supports traffic lights to regulate intersections. In
reality traffic lights are a useful mechanism because junctions can be complex, confusing or simply difficult to oversee. Traffic lights are not meant to increase traffic flow,
but to make it safer. Since in our system drivers make no errors, traffic lights have no
use other than cosmetic.
It is very difficult to decide automatically where traffic lights should be used. Since
they are not necessary in the VAP for regulating traffic, at all, they only serve for
mimicking well known intersections as closely as possible, such that they will look as
expected to observers.
Therefore it was decided that all traffic lights must be manually placed. However,
since the rest of the street-graph is automatically created, a hybrid approach is necessary to integrate them into the street-data. There are two complementary types of
traffic lights. While type A allows vehicles to pass, type B will block all traffic, and
vice versa. So all streets that shall allow passage at the same time need to be regulated
with the same type.
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Figure 3.12: Only dots inside the green rectangle are considered for the traffic light.
Since vehicles will automatically stop if a dot in front of them is already reserved
by someone else, traffic lights simply need to reserve a single dot on a lane with a
unique reservation-ID, when they switch to red. After observing traffic for a while,
intervals of 15 seconds seemed to work well. Therefore in the VAP all traffic lights of
type A will be in the green state for 15 seconds, then switch to yellow for 5 seconds
and then to red. At the same time traffic lights of type B will be in the red state for 15
seconds, then switch to red/yellow for 5 seconds and then to green. In the yellow and
red/yellow state, traffic lights will already block traffic, so there is a 5 second overlap in
which no vehicle is allowed to additionally cross any traffic light. This is supposed to
give vehicles time to leave the intersection, before traffic from other directions enters
it.
The only challenge with traffic lights, is to find out exactly which dot(s) each one
needs to regulate. Therefore all traffic lights are first assigned to one specific junction.
For this, the closest junction-vertex that is behind a traffic light is detected. The reason
is, that in complex configurations it could happen that a junction that is in front of
a traffic light might be a little bit closer, but of course this makes no sense, because
traffic lights will always be in front of junctions and not behind them.
Next, all incoming lanes at that junction are examined. Using a series of plane
tests, only dots that are in a specific area around the traffic light are further taken into
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account. Figure 3.12 depicts this in more detail. A rectangle to the left and mostly in
front of the traffic light restricts the set of candidates.
A traffic light can regulate one or two lanes, depending on whether it is standing at
a one-lane or two-lane street (per direction). Therefore the two closest dots on different
incoming lanes, that are inside the proper area, will be selected as the dots which the
traffic light will reserve when switching to red. If the traffic light is located at a street
that has only one lane per direction, only one dot will fulfill all these requirements.
In figure 3.12 it can be seen, that the traffic light at the bottom is currently red. A
dot directly beneath it is reserved (colored in red) by the traffic light and thus prevents
the yellow car (turquoise dots) from driving across the intersection.

3.3.6

Crosswalks

How and where crosswalks are created, was described in section 3.1.6. Since crosswalks link the pedestrian simulation with the traffic simulation, their exact behavior
will be described in more detail in chapter 4.3.3 on page 59. Suffice it to say, that
crosswalks reserve the dots inside their rectangular shape, when pedestrians need to
cross the street, such that vehicles will stop in front of them.

3.3.7

Parking Spaces

As can be seen in figure 3.9 on page 27, parking spaces consist of one position where
cars can park and two splines, one to enter the space, one to leave it. When a car
starts driving, it is in the Driving state. After it has driven for more than 1000 meters,
it changes into the state SearchParkingSpace. From now on, it will use the first free
parking space that it can find.
Every lane stores a list of all parking spaces, that are placed besides the lane. Additionally every dot stores a flag, that indicates, whether that dot is linked to any parking
space. When a vehicle is searching for a parking space, it will check that flag of every
dot it encounters. If the flag is true, the vehicle will traverse the list of parking spaces
at that lane, to find which one it is and whether it is free. This is an O(n) operation,
with n being the number of parking spaces at that lane. This number is in general not
bounded, because it depends on the configuration of the city. However, in any real
city the length of lanes will always be very limited and with it the number of parking
spaces. In the VAP the vast majority of lanes is so short, that there are only zero to
five parking spaces. In rare cases there might be up to 20. And since this search is
only done when a dot is found that is actually linked to a parking space, no further
optimizations were deemed necessary.
Each parking space is linked to two dots. One dot, from which the spline into the
parking space starts, and one where the spline out of the parking space ends. When
a vehicle finds a free parking space, it will drive to the proper dot. When it reaches
the dot, its state is changed to EnterParkingSpace and from then on it is moved on
the spline. The spline is not part of the street-graph. Therefore, while the vehicle is
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moved on the spline, the dot where the spline starts is kept reserved, to block following
vehicles until the parking maneuver is finished. Only then is the dot reservation lifted,
and subsequent vehicles are allowed to drive by.
A bit more complex is turning out of parking spaces, because it must be ensured,
that the street is free of obstacles before a parking car can drive onto it. Therefore
the parking car will first reserve the dot where the spline out of the parking space is
connected with the lane. Additionally it will also reserve the dots before that one, for
a range of 5 meters, to ensure that there will be no car too close that it could scratch
it. After this operation has succeeded, the vehicle will start reserving space in front of
it (on the lane). When enough space could be reserved (at least 5 meters), it will start
moving out of the parking space, by first moving along the spline. When it reaches the
end of the spline, it registers itself at the lane, changes its state into Driving and lifts
all reservations on dots behind it.

3.4

Rendering

The rendering of vehicles is mostly straight-forward. Just as all other entities, vehicles
are rendered using different levels-of-detail, depending on the distance to the observer,
and instancing. To improve batching, the vehicles’ colors are uploaded to the GPU as
a uniform-array, which allows to render a few hundred vehicles in a single batch.
The only difficulty is culling. There can be several thousand vehicles in the simulation, so simply culling them all with brute-force would be costly. Sorting the vehicles
into a quadtree is also a problem, because they are constantly moving and the quadtree
would need to be updated frequently for every single vehicle, which nullifies all potential gains from using the quadtree for culling.
However, all vehicles always move strictly along streets and they need to register
themselves at those streets anyway for other purposes. Since streets themselves do not
change, the idea is to sort all streets into a quadtree. The culling-algorithm uses that
quadtree to find all visible streets inside the viewfrustum and then renders all vehicles
on those streets.
This requires no additional dynamic updates to the acceleration structure and since
most streets are rather short, it is not necessary to also cull vehicles on a per entity
basis, because if their street is visible, chances are that the vehicle itself is also visible.
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Chapter 4
Pedestrian Simulation
Simulating pedestrians can mean many different things, depending on the purpose of
the application.
For urban planning it could mean to find out where crowds might gather. Or how
to improve the flow at problematic spots. For such scenarios it is not always necessary
to simulate individual agents in detail, often coarse approximations based on statistical
behavior are sufficient.
For computer games and similar interactive simulations (such as Serious Games
[Wik]) agents need to be simulated individually and they need to behave convincingly,
which also means they should react to the player’s actions and other environmental
influences. When closely examining a pedestrian, it should have some kind of a plan
that it follows instead of randomly walking around, repeating the same actions over and
over again. In a computer game the player is usually very restricted in his possibilities
to move around. Typically he cannot fly and thus the area that he can see is limited
by the surrounding buildings. This allows to only run the simulation in a Simulation
Bubble around the player, instead of simulating the whole city, which makes it possible
to do this in real-time (as in Assassin’s Creed [Ubi07] and GTA 4 [Roc08]).
Simulating pedestrians for CGI scenes in a movie usually needs to achieve a result
that looks natural for a few seconds. That means that the initial positioning of agents
should follow a natural distribution. After that every agent needs to have an action that
it performs, such as looking into a shop-window or walking to a nearby car. There is
no need to generate plans for agents, because if the camera does focus on one agent for
a longer period, this agent will not be simulated through AI, but manually controlled
by an artist. Also due to the offline rendering process, there is no limit on how many
agents can be simulated and how much computations need to be done for each.
The Virtual Aachen Project is a real-time application mainly used for presentations
and sometimes used to create short video clips. The user can freely walk or fly around,
follow each agent and examine its actions closely. However, in the typical usage scenario, users will only shortly interact with the program or watch as it is presented by
someone else. The camera is often 10 to 100 meters above the ground, watching the
general city scene, but there is no limit on how close one can move into the scene.
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As such there are a lot of similarities to a computer game. The simulation needs to
run in real-time, restricting how much computations can be done in every update. It
needs to simulate every agent individually and generate a plan, that the agent follows.
This plan should be convincing, for example the agent should not cross a street in one
direction and immediately turn around to cross it in the opposite direction, because
such behavior is rarely seen in real life. Another aspect to make an agent’s behaviors
convincing is to regulate what one agent can do, depending on what another agent has
done. For instance if one agent just got out of a car and walked to a nearby shop, other
agents should not be allowed to enter that car and drive away with it.
However, there are also some aspects of the Virtual Aachen Project, that distinguish
it from a computer game. Except for walking or flying through the city, the user cannot
interact with anything. The city always stays static and no events are triggered as it
is typical for a computer game. Therefore, pedestrians don’t need to react to outside
stimuli, which makes their AI inherently less complex. On the other hand the fact that
the user can move the camera freely and therefore look at the city from above, means
there are fewer opportunities for optimization. There is no estimate on how far the
user can usually see, which means that the radius in which pedestrians are simulated
around the camera must be much larger than in a typical game. Since the area of a
circle grows quadratically with the radius, this means that much more agents need to
be simulated to achieve the desired result, straining the available processing resources.
Section 4.1 describes how agents can find routes in a three dimensional world. The
concept of navigation graphs and navigation meshes are introduced and the construction and usage of navigation meshes are explained in detail. Section 4.2 describes how
agents use navigation meshes for steering and how they try to take the shortest path
while avoiding any obstacles they encounter. In Section 4.3 the world representation
that is used for the Virtual Aachen Project is described. How agents formulate a plan
is shown in section 4.4. Sections 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 describe how the simulation area
is limited by using a Simulation Bubble, the heuristics used to spawn new agents and
the actions taken to maintain a certain agent distribution throughout the city. Finally
section 4.8 goes into detail how pedestrians are rendered and which methods are used
to create a diverse crowd.

4.1

Path Finding in a 3D Environment

The most important problem that an agent needs to solve, is to navigate through the
world. In a 3D environment with complex geometry this is a non-trivial task. Computing a (shortest) path is straight-forward on a graph-structure with A* (A-Star) [HNR68]
being the preferred search-algorithm. Therefore, a graph-like abstraction of the 3D geometry is needed. There are two different approaches commonly used. Navigation
Graphs and Navigation Meshes. The Virtual Aachen Project uses Navigation Meshes,
therefore their creation and use will be explained in detail. For the sake of comparison
Navigation Graphs will be described shortly.
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4.1.1

Navigation Graphs

The Navigation Graph NG = (V, E) with V = {v} and E = {(v1 , v2 )|v1 , v2 ∈ V } describes the space that agents can navigate through. The vertices represent 3D positions
in space that can be occupied by an agent such that it does not overlap with any geometry. The edges represent direct paths between vertices. So an agent’s shape (usually
an enclosing capsule) can be swept along the line (v1 , v2 ) without overlapping world
geometry.

Figure 4.1: A simple 2D Navigation Graph.
Figure 4.1 shows a simple Navigation Graph. There are various methods [Axe08,
Rat08] to automatically generate Navigation Graphs. One advantage of this representation is, that nodes and edges can store additional information not only about how to
navigate, but also about the world in general. For example an edge can have the flag
jump, which indicates, that an agent needs to jump to cross the distance between two
nodes due to a hole in the ground. Also edges don’t need to strictly obey the rule, that
agents will have to move along them to travel from one node to another. For example,
a node could store a teleport flag, which indicates, that an agent that arrives at that
node will be instantly teleported to the other teleporter-node, that it is connected to.
Such paths will even be preferred by a path-search algorithm, since the length of these
edges can be considered as being zero.
Computing a path with a Navigation Graph is straight-forward. First the closest
nodes to the start and end points need to be detected. Then a search-algorithm such as
A* is used to generate a list of nodes that need to be visited to travel from the start to
the end point. Figure 4.2 shows the result of such a path-search.
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A

B
Figure 4.2: A path computed from A to B on a Navigation Graph.
One major disadvantage of Navigation Graphs is that the nodes only represent
points in space. To represent areas many nodes are needed. Still, for an agent traveling
along a path, it is difficult to know how far he can deviate from the path, since there
is only a very narrow hull around each node, that is guaranteed to be free of obstacles.
Therefore, an agent must be carefully following the computed path, or recompute it,
if it had to deviate too much from it. However, agents must deviate from a path in
case they follow a similar path in opposite directions, to avoid colliding with each
other. Since path-searches are expensive operations, it is undesirable if agents need
to recompute them every time they avoid some minor obstacle in their way. There
has been extensive research on Navigation Graphs and despite their short-comings in
handling dynamic obstacle avoidance, in certain situations they can be the preferred
solution to path-finding.

4.1.2

Navigation Meshes

A Navigation Mesh (NavMesh) is a graph-like structure, NM = (V, PE, P, EC) with
V = {v1 ...vnv |vi = (xi , yi , zi )} a set of 3D points, PE = {e1 ...ene |ei = (eia , eib ) with
eia ∈ N, eib ∈ N} a set of polygon-edges, formed by indexing V , P = {p1 ...pnp |pi =
{o1 ...ono |oi ∈ N}} a set of polygons formed by indexing the polygon-edges PE and
PC = {c1 ...cnc |ci = (cia , cib ) with cia , cib ∈ N} a set of edge-connections formed by
indexing PE. Each node represents a convex area of walkable space. And all edges of
the node’s polygon can be connected to the edge of another polygon. It is important
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to note, that the nodes are not directly connected to other nodes, as in a more straightforward graph, but that they are instead connected indirectly through polygon-edges.

Figure 4.3: A simple 2D Navigation Mesh.
Figure 4.3 shows a NavMesh for the same room as in figure 4.1. Note that although
it uses fewer nodes, it can represent the free space more accurately than the navigation
graph.
A path computed on a NavMesh will not yield a set of points that must be traversed,
like in a Navigation Graph, instead it will return a set of nodes to be visited and the
edges which need to be crossed to enter and exit those nodes. Since the nodes are
formed from convex polygons, any point on the edges can be used to enter or exit the
nodes, the straight line connecting the two points will always be inside the polygon of
the node.
Figure 4.4 shows a path computed from point A to point B. The highlighted edges
need to be crossed and the mid-point of those edges is used as a hint for the agent,
where it should move to. The fact that NavMeshes don’t return a real path, but a list
of areas, that need to be crossed, means that a path needs to be created by using any
point on the polygon edges. A simple heuristic, like using the mid-point, can result in
very jagged paths and will usually not be the shortest path. There are algorithms like
the rubber-band algorithm [BK00] to compute the shortest path (or at least a smoother
path) from an approximated path that the NavMesh provided. For the Virtual Aachen
Project such additional path-enhancements are not necessary, because the agents use a
sophisticated steering algorithm (described in section 4.2), which eliminates the need
for a precise path.
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A

B

Figure 4.4: A path computed from A to B on a NavMesh.

4.1.3

NavMesh Generation

There are many different methods to automatically generate a NavMesh from 3D geometry [Sno00, Toz02, Ham08]. For the Virtual Aachen Project the software XaitMap
2.6 is used. Therefore, this section will give a rough overview of how this particular
software accomplishes the task.
XaitMap uses a volumetric approach. It creates a bounding-box around the provided geometry and then divides the space into a regular grid of fixed-size cubes. Each
cube is then classified as being empty, blocking or ground.
Empty cubes are simply cubes that contain no geometry, at all.
Ground cubes contain only geometry that is considered walkable, i.e. its normal
points upwards and it is not marked as non-walkable.
Blocking cubes do contain geometry, but at least some of it is either marked as nonwalkable or its normal does not point upwards (with a certain allowed deviation),
such that it is considered a wall.
For each ground-cube the height of the free space above it is computed by counting
how many empty cubes are above it. If the tallest agent in the application is two meters
in height and the cube-size is 0.25 meters the area will be classified as walkable for the
agent, if at least 8 empty cubes are above the ground-cube.
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In the next step adjacent cubes with the same height are joined to convex clusters,
to reduce the amount of detail in the NavMesh. Each cluster represents a node in
the final graph. Thus for each cluster a ground-polygon is created. In the final step
connectivity between nodes is detected by adding edges between adjacent clusters. In
an optional post-processing step seed points can be used to remove graph-components
that do not contain any seed point and are therefore considered unreachable.

4.1.4

The VAP NavMesh

The NavMesh for the Virtual Aachen Project is generated from the mesh that is used
for rendering. Without further information XaitMap would create a NavMesh that
would allow agents to walk on all solid ground. However, this is not desired, since
pedestrians are supposed to stay off streets and agriculture regions. Also entities such
as trees, parking cars, street-lamps and traffic-signs need to be handled separately.
Therefore, all materials are extended with a flag, which marks them as walkable
or non-walkable. Thus all polygons that use materials such as roof, street, agriculture
and water are marked as non-walkable for XaitMap to exclude them from generating
NavMesh-nodes. Adding all entities to the data-set from which XaitMap computes the
NavMesh would increase the memory consumption considerably and make the computation much slower. Therefore, instead of inserting the real meshes of the entities,
a low-poly proxy-shape is used. A cylinder-shape allows to set the radius at which
the entity is supposed to block movement. For example, for each tree a cylinder-shape
with radius two meters is used, for traffic-signs the radius is set to 0.5 meters. Parking spaces are handled differently. Cars need to be able to drive in and out of them,
without running over pedestrians, therefore a wedge-shape is inserted, which prevents
XaitMap to generate NavMesh-nodes in front and behind the parking space. Another
problem to be taken care of, are very narrow streets. Some streets are so narrow, that
vehicles must drive partially on the side-walk, at least when turning around corners.
In such streets the walkable area, and the area that the vehicles pass through overlap
which could result in pedestrians standing properly on the side-walk and still being
run over by cars. Again blocking shapes are used in the NavMesh generation process,
to subtract all areas where cars drive, from the NavMesh. This time the street-graph
is traversed and every 0.5 meters a box is inserted into the data-set, that is used for
NavMesh generation. This prevents XaitMap from creating NavMesh-nodes in areas
where cars pass through.
Figure 4.5 shows a part of the NavMesh that was computed for the Virtual Aachen
Project. Note that the NavMesh does not cover all of the side-walk, which is the safetydistance that was cut off using the street-graph. Also all entities are subtracted from
the NavMesh. Additionally there is no NavMesh generated on the roofs.
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Figure 4.5: The resulting NavMesh for the Virtual Aachen Project.

4.2

Steering

Steering Behaviors [Rey99] are a broad field. In general steering is about the locomotion of agents in a 2D or 3D environment. There are potentially many factors that
can influence locomotion. In a basic go to position mode an agent needs to follow
a path to its destination, while avoiding obstacles such as other agents. In a follow
formation mode an agent needs to maintain a position in a group of people, while
avoiding obstacles and having a backup strategy in case his target position is currently
blocked. In a game there can be much more complex constraints, for example an
agent might want to use the shortest path to reach his destination, but has to evade
predators while doing so. However, in the Virtual Aachen Project only a fraction of
all the possible steering behaviors are used, namely go to position and follow formation. For steering the software XaitMove2 2.5 is used. In the following sections a
rough overview is given, how XaitMove manages to steer agents through the environment. Note that there is research done specifically for managing crowds, instead of
individuals [PvdBC+ 10, vdBPS+ 08, NGCL09]. Those systems cope much better with
congestions in tight spots, compared to systems that manage each agent separately
without modeling a higher level consciousness. XaitMove is not designed to manage
crowds. As such there are some cases where agents can get stuck, because other agents
are blocking their path. Such cases need to be detected and resolved, which will be
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explained in section 4.4.3.

4.2.1

Shortest Path Computation

XaitMove is designed to take the shortest path to reach a destination. Paths that are
computed with the NavMesh are assumed to be guidelines, at best, which means it is
of no concern how jagged a path might be.
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Figure 4.6: A path computed with the NavMesh and the actual path taken.
Figure 4.6 shows a path computed using the NavMesh (blue) and the path taken
by the agent (orange). Although the orange path is not the shortest path possible, it
comes very close. XaitMove achieves this result by using ray-casts at run-time, to
detect whether the straight line to a way-point is free of obstacles. At way-point A the
agent casts a ray to way-point B and detects, that the straight-line is free to move along.
It then casts a ray to way-point C which fails. Therefore, the agent starts moving to
way-point B. It continues casting rays to way-point C, until at position ab it succeeds.
The agent casts another ray to way-point D, which fails, so it now moves on to waypoint C. Again it continues to cast rays to the next way-point that failed previously.
At point bc the ray-cast to point D succeeds and the agent changes direction to move
there. This procedure is repeated, until at point ef the ray-cast to the final way-point G
succeeds and the agent reaches its target shortly thereafter.
Figure 4.7 demonstrates a case, where the computed path is very unnatural. Due
to the tesselation of the NavMesh and the approximation to use the mid-points of
NavMesh edges for the path’s way-points, the computed path from A to B is unnatural.
However, XaitMove manages to take the straight line to D, as any observer would
expect. It starts at point A and casts a ray to B. This ray-cast succeeds, so it continues
to cast a ray to C, which succeeds, too. Finally it casts a ray to D. Since it succeeds, as
well, and it is the last way-point, the agent will move to D straight away.
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Figure 4.7: A path computed with the NavMesh and the actual path taken.
It should be mentioned, that XaitMove uses an inertia-based agent-movement,
which means that agents will accelerate and decelerate and can only turn a limited
amount of degrees per second. This yields to paths that are actually much smoother
and more natural, than depicted in figure 4.6 and 4.7.

4.2.2

Handling Free Space

As mentioned before, XaitMove uses ray-casts at run-time to detect how close an agent
is to static and dynamic obstacles and whether it has free line-of-sight to important
points. Since the results of the ray-casts are used for navigation, it is important that
they are calculated using the NavMesh abstraction of the geometry and not the actual
world geometry.
Consider figure 4.8. If an agent were to come from the left side (A) on his way to
the right side (B) and use a ray-cast to detect whether the straight line is clear, doing
this ray-cast on the world-geometry would return a positive result. As a consequence
the agent would take the direct route and move over the street to its destination (along
the orange line), although the street is supposed to be off-limits for pedestrians. Therefore, in the Virtual Aachen Project all ray-casts that are done for navigation purposes
are done against the boundaries of the NavMesh, which are highlighted pink in figure
4.8. This prevents agents from leaving the NavMesh area and thus reliably restricts
their movement to walkable parts of the city.

4.2.3

Obstacle Avoidance

There are two types of obstacle avoidance that XaitMove employs. One is avoiding
static obstacles, the other is avoiding dynamic obstacles such as other agents. Although
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Figure 4.8: The boundaries of a NavMesh that are used for ray-casting.

a path computed from the NavMesh is utilized to navigate around static obstacles,
there is no limitation how close an agent might come to static geometry. Depending
on the size of the agent, this could result in strange looking artifacts, where an agent
walks half-way through a wall. Therefore, XaitMove uses additional ray-casts in all
directions to detect nearby walls and keep a safe distance.
Figure 4.9 depicts such a situation. The agent is on a route along the orange line,
which is detected to be free of obstacles. However, the circular ray-casts around the
agent detect, that it comes very close to a wall (red lines). Consequently the agent will
move away from the wall into a safe direction (green lines).
To avoid bumping into other agents, all agents check their proximity for agents
that might block their path. If an agent detects another agent to be in its path, it
adjusts its own movement vector to avoid the other agent, as shown in figure 4.10. The
other agent is not influenced to step aside or adjust its movement vector. This is one
major aspect where XaitMove distinguishes itself from a crowd-simulation. If one of
the agents is currently not moving at all, it will not step aside to make the way free,
because it will only adjust its own position, if it actually tries to avoid other agents.
As a consequence a group of agents standing somewhere can easily block other agents
from passing through, if there is no way around them, because they will never step
aside to make room for agents that want to pass through.
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Figure 4.9: Circular ray-casts are used to detect nearby walls.

4.2.4

Formations

Formations are used in the Virtual Aachen Project to create groups of two to eight
people that walk around the city. XaitMove employs the concept of a virtual leader
[LF01] as the one entity that dictates where a formation is going. A formation-layout
defines where around the virtual leader formation-members are positioned. The leader
itself is always positioned in the center and it is expected that the entity that is used for
the virtual leader has no graphical appearance in the application, but only serves as a
proxy to control the formation.
Formation-layouts can be generated procedurally, such as circle or rectangle formations, or they can be user-defined with the editor that comes with XaitMove, like
the wedge-formation shown in figure 4.11.
The virtual leader navigates the environment just like any other single agent. Formation-members, however, are assigned the follow-formation command. The only task
they carry out is to try to move to the position which is assigned to them. They still try
to avoid other agents and stay away from walls, but other than that they simply move
on a straight-line to their destination, as shown in figure 4.12. There are a few pitfalls,
that need to be addressed, though. Although a virtual leader will always have a valid
position, the formation-positions around it might be invalid. For example when the
leader moves closely along a wall, some of the formation-positions can be behind that
wall, making it impossible for the formation-member to take that position. XaitMove
deals with this issue by asking the application whether a position is blocked for agents.
The Virtual Aachen Project determines this by checking whether at the given position
a NavMesh-node exists. In case the position is blocked, XaitMove uses a fallbacksolution by assigning the formation-member the position of the virtual leader, as its
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Figure 4.10: Movement adjustments to avoid agents inside the sensor-radius.

target position. Since the leader is only a proxy, other agents are allowed to take the
same position in space. As a consequence in narrow streets it happens that several
formation-positions are blocked and several formation-members will try to move to
the center of the formation instead, forming an unorganized group of agents.

4.3

World Representation

The previous sections described how a NavMesh abstraction, that is useful for searching paths through the environment, can be computed from 3D geometry. It was then
described how, given such a path, an agent can actually move from point A to point B,
while avoiding to bump into walls or other agents. It was even briefly discussed how
agents can move in formations. Thus all low-level AI-tasks that are needed here are accounted for. In this section the world-representation that is used in the Virtual Aachen
Project is explained in detail. The world-representation goes beyond the NavMeshabstraction by describing where and how agents can interact with their surroundings,
how many agents are supposed to wander around a location and what possibilities
there are to synchronize the pedestrian-simulation with the traffic-simulation. The
whole world-representation, including the NavMesh, is computed in a preprocessing
step outside of the Viewer application. The NavMesh takes approximately ten minutes
to compute, the remaining data takes an additional two minutes. This is on an Intel
QuadCore 2.6 GHz with 4 GB RAM. This needs to be done once and the result is
stored on disk.
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Figure 4.11: A user-defined formation.

4.3.1

Clusters

Streets are not walkable for agents. As a result the NavMesh is partitioned into many
components that have no connection to each other, because many areas are surrounded
by streets. For an agent to reach a distant point it would be necessary to cross at least
one street.
An example can be seen in figure 4.13. This implicates, that all path-searches
need to be done within such clusters, i.e. both the start and end point of a path-search
must be inside the same cluster, otherwise the path-search is guaranteed to fail. This
restriction leads to the decision to make clusters the basic organization unit for agent
AI. That means agents need to know which cluster they are in and which destinations
they can move to without leaving the cluster. Therefore, the first thing that needs to
be done, is to actually find those clusters. A recursive search algorithm is used to
tag all NavMesh-nodes reachable from a random node. All tagged nodes belong to
one coherent cluster. Next, another not yet tagged node is picked and the procedure
is repeated to find another cluster. The whole algorithm is repeated until all nodes
are tagged and no further cluster can be found. During this process a lookup-table is
generated, that maps all NavMesh-nodes to their respective cluster. This information
is not needed at run-time, but only during the preprocessing phase to identify in which
cluster a 3D point lies. This works as following: The NavMesh allows to query the
node (if any) in which a point is located. The lookup-table then specifies the cluster
that the node belongs to. After preprocessing is finished, this quite memory-intensive
lookup-table is discarded. In figure 4.13 each cluster’s boundary is highlighted with a
different color to make them easier distinguishable.
Each cluster contains lists of all types of Interest Points (IPs) (see section 4.3.2) that
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Figure 4.12: Formation members moving to their positions around a virtual leader.
are located inside it. Each agent tracks which cluster it currently resides in, allowing
it to retrieve all Interest Points that it can approach. As described in chapter 3.1.6
positions for potential crosswalks are computed using the street-graph. If both anchorpoints of a crosswalk are located inside a cluster, the crosswalk is kept, otherwise it
is discarded. For every crosswalk an Interest Point is inserted in both clusters that it
connects. After sorting all crosswalks into their appropriate clusters all clusters that
don’t have a single crosswalk to connect them with another one, are removed. This
action ensures that there are no tiny clusters (artifacts from the NavMesh creation),
clusters inside buildings (where they do not belong) or in courtyards (where one would
not expect any pedestrians).

4.3.2

Interest Points

Interest Points (IP) are the key-element in the Virtual Aachen Project, that allows
agents to decide where to go and what to do, such that their actions are not purely
random. Every Interest Point has a position and type. Depending on its type, it might
store additional information. The following IPs are used in the VAP:
HouseDoor: Marks the door of a typical building. The IP stores the direction in which
the door faces. Pedestrians can walk to these doors and then enter the house and
vanish. Additionally new agents can be spawned inside the house and exit it. To
prevent non-stop spawning at houses, the IP stores the time when an agent was
last spawned here, which allows the spawning-algorithm to only spawn agents
every few seconds at the same IP. Positions for these IPs are automatically derived from the textured mesh.
ShopWindow: Marks a shop-window that pedestrians can walk to and look at. The IP
stores the direction in which the window faces which is needed to make agents
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Figure 4.13: A NavMesh cluster.
look into the correct direction. Positions for these IPs can be automatically derived from the textured mesh, but currently they are mostly manually placed.
ShopDoor: Marks the door of a shop. Allows the same actions as the HouseDoor, except that at these IPs shorter spawning-intervals are allowed. Certain pedestriantypes might prefer to walk from shop to shop, and will only rarely enter a house.
Positions for these IPs can be automatically derived from the textured mesh, but
currently they are mostly manually placed.
Attraction: Marks an attraction-point. An attraction can be anything, such as a landmark-building or a spot with a nice view in a park. The IP marks a position
where people would naturally stop and look around to enjoy the view. Therefore,
attractions like the cathedral have many attraction-points around them. These IPs
must be placed manually.
AttractionDoor: Marks the door of a building that is regarded as an attraction. It allows the same actions as the HouseDoor, though different types of pedestrians
(e.g. tourists) might prefer to visit these IPs. Additionally the AttractionDoor allows even shorter spawn-intervals than the ShopDoor. These IPs must be placed
manually.
ParkingCar: Marks the position of a parking-space. A car might park here, but there
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is no guarantee, so before walking to this type of IP, the agent also needs to check
its current status. If a car parks at the parking-space, the ID of the car is stored
at the IP. A pedestrian can use this to walk to the parking car, vanish and instruct
the parking car to start driving. The IP also stores when a car arrived to park
there, which enables the AI to ignore a recently parked car for some time, before
an agent approaches it again. Otherwise it could become easily visible that cars
are not owned by pedestrians and that actually any pedestrian can enter any car.
These IPs are automatically placed from the parking-space data and they cannot
be added manually.
Waypoint: A Waypoint is a helper IP, that allows to guide pedestrians to positions,
where they wouldn’t walk to due to any other IP. For example in a forest there
are few or no Interest Points, that agents can approach. In real-life however,
people wander around parks just for fun. Waypoints allow to tag points that
pedestrians can walk to and require no further action. This makes it possible
to have pedestrians seemingly aimlessly walk around parks or other areas that
would usually provide no obvious places for interaction.
Crosswalk: These IPs are automatically placed in each cluster that a crosswalk (in the
traffic simulation’s world- representation) connects. It marks positions where
pedestrians can leave their current cluster and enter an adjacent one. CrosswalkIPs store the ID of the crosswalk (in the traffic-simulation world-representation).
This enables pedestrians to walk to a crosswalk, wait until it is free, and cross
the street into another cluster. Crosswalk-IPs can be dynamically (de-)activated
to influence the pedestrian-flow in and out of clusters.
Interest Points are either created automatically or manually placed from inside the
Viewer. In the latter case, the application that computes the AI world-representation
has to be executed again, to update it with the new data. In this preprocessing step for
every potential IP it is checked in which cluster it is located. If it is not contained in
any cluster it is discarded. Otherwise the IP is added to the respective cluster. Each
cluster has one list for every type of Interest Point, to enable agents to specifically look
for certain types. Interest Points are only stored per cluster and nowhere else, since
they are of no value to agents that are currently not inside the same cluster, because of
the restriction that path-searches can only succeed as long as the agent does not need
to cross a street at some point.

4.3.3

Communicating with the Traffic Simulation

In general pedestrian simulation and traffic simulation run independently from each
other. This is possible, because the areas where pedestrians walk are carefully created
not to overlap with the streets where cars drive. This means vehicles don’t need to
look out for pedestrians and vice versa. This division of space has several advantages.
One is efficiency. The less potential obstacles that need to be considered, the faster the
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simulation. Also, the looser two systems are coupled, the better they can be run in parallel, which opens up more opportunities to leverage the power that today’s multi-core
CPUs provide. Second, both simulations become much simpler. Vehicles implement a
system where they reserve space in front of them, which guarantees them a minimum
distance for braking, when an obstacle is encountered. If a pedestrian were able to
just step onto a street for some reason, this guarantee could not be upheld. No matter
how sophisticated the vehicle AI, under such conditions pedestrians would be run over
by cars regularly. However, since there is no collision detection between vehicles and
pedestrians, the car would simply pass through the pedestrian and any observer would
regard this as a bug in the simulation. Still, a simulation where pedestrians are confined
to one cluster and never cross any street, would be boring and not very convincing to
look at. Therefore, there are two ways in the VAP how pedestrians can interact with
the traffic simulation system.
Parking Spaces
Parking spaces are where vehicles can leave a street and thus the simulation. Parking
cars simply have their state set to parking which means they won’t do anything during
their update. The parking space of the traffic simulation is linked to the pedestrian
simulation through an Interest Point. A pedestrian can check that IP to see whether a
car is currently parking on the parking space. If so, it can move to that position and by
simply setting the car’s state to exit-parking-space the car will leave the parking space
again. The pedestrian itself will need to vanish, to give the illusion that it just entered
the car and drove away.
Empty parking spaces will usually be reused by other vehicles after a short time.
The traffic simulation keeps track of which parking spaces have been filled during an
update-step. This list can be inspected by the pedestrian simulation as a hint where to
spawn new pedestrians. The pedestrian simulation will check whether a recently filled
parking space is in an active cell of the Simulation Bubble (see section 4.5) and spawn
a pedestrian at the Interest Point that belongs to the parking space.
The vehicle simulation does, however, not know anything about the state of the
pedestrian simulation and therefore does not use any heuristics where cars should try
to park. Instead the ratio of cars to available parking spaces is chosen 2 to 1, which
means there are always twice the number of cars in the simulation than parking spaces.
All vehicles that start driving, drive for one kilometer and then start to search for a free
parking space. This means that whenever a parking space becomes free, it won’t take
long before some vehicle passes by, that is searching for a parking space. So in general
all parking spaces are occupied, which provides the pedestrians with many possibilities
for interaction. However, if a parking space is free, that means it is most likely inside
the Simulation Bubble and parking a car there makes sense, because the observer is
very likely to see it happen.
By having more cars than parking spaces, and by filling unoccupied parking-spaces
as soon as possible, it cannot happen, that when the simulation runs a longer period
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Figure 4.14: An Interest Point for a parking space.
of time, all parking cars have started and driven away, leaving the Simulation Bubble
devoid of parking cars. This is a simple solution to an otherwise complicated problem.
Crosswalks
Another way that pedestrians can interact with the traffic are crosswalks that connect
clusters. Crosswalks are managed inside the traffic simulation. The only thing that
pedestrians need to do, is to register or unregister themselves at a crosswalk. Whenever
at least one pedestrian is registered at a crosswalk, the traffic simulation will try to
reserve the needed dots (see chapter 3.3.1 on page 29). This reservation might not be
possible right away, which means pedestrians will simply wait. When the reservation
was successful all waiting pedestrians are signaled, that they can safely cross the street.
In their next update, the pedestrians will start walking over the street into the connected
cluster and when they reach their destination, they unregister themselves from the
crosswalk. When all pedestrians that are currently crossing the street have unregistered
themselves, the dots are released, giving the street free for vehicles to drive again.
As mentioned in section 4.3.1 and visible in figure 4.15 streets are actually marked
as non-walkable and therefore not part of the Navigation Mesh. So pedestrians should
in fact not be able to move across to the other side, at all, because whenever an agent
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is given a target position that is outside its own cluster, the path-search will fail. Additionally XaitMove uses ray-casts to detect the boundaries of the NavMesh and rather
stays away from them in a safe distance. Hence a few tricks are required in order to
make crosswalks work.

Figure 4.15: Pedestrians crossing a street.
When an agent attempts to use a crosswalk, it knows that the target-destination
is in another cluster and a path-search on the NavMesh is futile. However, it also
knows, that it simply has to walk a straight line to the other side of the street. All the
necessary information is stored in the Interest Point for the crosswalk. So when the
callback from XaitMove, that requests the path to the other side of the street, arrives,
the agent will simply return the result itself, instead of dispatching it to the NavMesh.
Now XaitMove knows along which path to move the agent, but attempting to do so
will still fail, since the boundary of the NavMesh will still be detected through the raycasts, and the agent will fail to leave its cluster and enter the other cluster. Therefore,
additionally the agent needs to disable all ray-casts for boundary-detection and always
return to XaitMove, that no boundaries were detected, at all. From now on the agent
will regularly check, whether it is inside a valid NavMesh node again, which indicates
that it has successfully crossed the street. Then all boundary-detection will be enabled
and all path-searches will be dispatched to the NavMesh again.
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4.4

Agent AI

In the previous chapters it was explained how agents move from one point to another
within a cluster and how they can use crosswalks to move to an adjacent cluster. Within
each cluster there are Interest Points that tell agents where they can go and which
actions they can perform there. So far it was, however, not explained how agents
actually formulate a plan of what they are going to do.
Depending on how sophisticated an AI needs to be, there are different approaches
how to implement it. For example genetic algorithms [DM91] could be used to make
an agent adaptable to its environment. Or a knowledge base [AS10] could allow it to
deduce information about the world, that it did not observe directly. Agent AI is a very
wide field and there are many different methods that can be applied.
In the Virtual Aachen Project, however, agents are very simple. They have an
extremely limited set of actions to perform and there are nearly no external stimuli to
influence them. The only thing that dynamically changes, is the set of Interest Points
that is available to them. It changes depending on their location, on what they have
previously been doing and what other agents have been doing. For example, an agent
cannot use a car, if another agent just drove away with it.
Other than that there are no external events that agents need to react to, there is no
information that they could discover and in general there are no actions that could result in failure, which means there is no need to evolve a strategy to perform better next
time. There are also no higher goals, which can only be reached by performing certain actions in sequence, which is not possible anyway because actions do not change
anything in the application’s world.
Although agents don’t need to be clever in any way, they do need to obey a few
rules. For example, when an agent spawns inside a house, its first action needs to be to
exit the building by stepping through the door onto the street. Similarly, when an agent
decided to enter a building, it should vanish (which allows it to be spawned somewhere
else again), instead of continuing walking around.
All this leads to the conclusion that a Finite State Machine (FSM) [Gil62] is all that
is needed to implement the pedestrians’ behavior. To implement different personalities
every agent can use a different FSM, there is no constraint that all pedestrians use
the same FSM. For instance some agents can act like tourists, by only walking from
attraction to attraction, but never using a car or entering a house.

4.4.1

Finite State Machines

Finite State Machines (FSM) are a concept that is not difficult to implement. Xaitment,
the company that provided us with the software XaitMap and XaitMove to handle pathfinding and locomotion, also gave us access to XaitControl a software that allows to
design FSMs with a graphical editor, which can then be instantiated and executed
individually for every agent. Those FSMs can be used to control anything, but in the
VAP they are exclusively used to implement agent AI.
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XaitControl uses two concepts to interface with the application. For querying information from the application and to instruct it to execute actions it uses functioncallbacks. Every state-transition can have a precondition and a post-command. The
precondition is a mathematical expression that must evaluate to true. These expressions can contain function-calls, which will be dispatched to the application. If a precondition evaluates to false, the transition will not be considered further. If a transition
is taken to change into another state, all post-commands of the transition are executed,
which again means to call functions inside the application. This is the central mechanism for the FSM to issue instructions that are to be executed.
The second concept are events. These are raised by the application to inform a
state-machine about something that has happened, which it can then react to. Whether
the FSM changes its state in reaction to an event, depends on whether there are transitions at the current state that are triggered by the event.
If there are two or more transitions that could be taken from one state, because they
all fulfill their preconditions, a probabilistic approach is used to choose randomly one
of the transitions. The probabilities for each transition can be set in the XaitControl
editor.
Last, transitions can also be triggered through a time-out. If a FSM remains in a
state for more than a defined amount of seconds, a transition can be triggered. This is
useful for example to periodically check whether an agent is still inside the Simulation
Bubble (see chapter 4.5) or to execute an emergency solution, if an action does not
complete in a given time-frame.

Figure 4.16: A state-machine to control a pedestrian.
Figure 4.16 shows the general FSM used for controlling a pedestrian. The startstate is on the left. Via preconditions the FSM queries where the pedestrian will be
spawned. It can be spawned in a house, a car or "somewhere" which means it will just
appear. Depending on the spawning-method the FSM then instructs the agent to either
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execute the action to exit through a door, or to exit a car. If it spawns "somewhere", it
can continue without performing some special action first. The big node in the center
is where a target is assigned to the agent. Every time an agent has finished a task, the
FSM will transition back into this state to find a new task. The blue nodes are SubFSMs. They encapsulate an entire FSM that is responsible for executing one specific
task. Some tasks like IntoAttraction do not return, because they instruct the agent to
do something (here: move into an attraction) and then vanish, which means that the
agent will be reset and reused elsewhere.
Which Sub-FSMs can be executed is determined through preconditions on each
transition. The precondition usually simply queries the application, whether there are
Interest Points of a certain type nearby, that can be used. For example the transition
to the state UseCar has the precondition ClusterHasCarIP () which queries, whether
there are any (usable) car-IPs in the current cluster. After it is determined which transitions could be used, one of them is randomly selected and the Sub-FSM is executed.

Figure 4.17: A state-machine that controls how a pedestrian crosses a street.
Figure 4.17 shows one of these Sub-FSMs, the one that controls how a crosswalk is
used. The state-machine is started in the Start-state. On the transition to GotoZebra a
post-command instructs the agent to search for a nearby crosswalk-IP and move there.
The timed transition at the state is executed every second and calls a post-command,
which checks, whether the agent is still in an active cell. If the agent is not in an
active cell anymore, it is removed from the simulation and reused somewhere else.
When the agent reaches the crosswalk-IP, it sends the event ReachedDestination to the
FSM, which then transitions into the state ReachedZebra. During this transition a postcommand instructs the agent to register itself at the crosswalk, such that the crosswalk
knows that an agent is waiting for it to be free of cars. The FSM now waits for the
ZebraReady event to arrive. During that period the agent does nothing. When the
crosswalk could reserve its dots, it sends the ZebraReady event to all waiting agents.
The FSM transitions into the CrossZebra state and a post-command tells the agent to
start moving across the street. Now the CrossZebra state has a timed transition, that is
executed after a few seconds. If the agent does not manage to cross the street in this
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limited amount of time, this transition will execute a post-command, that lets the agent
disappear. This is a safe-guard for the rare cases that an agent is blocked by obstacles
on the other side of the street, such that it cannot properly reach that position. If it were
trying to reach it indefinitely, a traffic-jam would occur and the whole simulation would
appear broken. As a counter-measure agents that cannot finish this critical operation in
time, will simply be removed allowing the rest of the simulation to continue. However,
when the agent reaches the other side, it sends the event ReachedDestination to the
FSM, which then transitions into the Done-state. This is the last state in this Sub-FSM,
which means the FSM will return to the higher-level FSM. In case of the FSM that is
shown in figure 4.16, it would then transition into the ReachedTarget-state followed by
the FindTarget-state, where the cycle begins again.

4.4.2

Selecting Interest Points

Obviously the state-machine used to control the agents is pretty straight-forward. Basically it assigns a task to the agent, controls which steps need to be done in order to
complete the task and when the agent is still active (i.e. it was not a task that ended
with the agent vanishing), it repeats itself. A task has a one-to-one relationship with
Interest Points. A task always means to walk to some IP and maybe execute some
action there, but not necessarily. Although the state-machine appears to just randomly
chose some IP, this is not entirely the case. The FSM only considers to use a type of IP,
if there is at least one IP of the type available, which is queried through a precondition
ClusterHas**IP with ** being one of the IP-types. Also, when the state-machine instructs the agent to use an Interest Point, it does not define which one exactly. Instead
the agent uses an algorithm to find a good one.
There are a few criteria that influence which IP will be selected:
• The Interest Point should be close to the agent’s current position. It is unlikely
that a pedestrian walks great distances, without looking at anything around him,
it is much more likely that it walks from shop to shop. This is accomplished by
preferring closer IPs to ones farther away. A positive side-effect is, that shorter
paths are less computationally intensive.
• The IP needs to be accessible. An Interest Point that is overrun by agents is not
a good choice. Therefore, each IP keeps track when it was used last, such that a
short interval of time can pass, before another agent approaches it. Additionally
IPs such as parking spaces can sometimes not be used, because currently no car
is parking there.
• The agent should not have used that IP lately. All agents have a queue of five
elements, where they store which IPs they have walked to last. If an IP is in
that queue, it is not considered to be used. This prevents agents from aimlessly
walking back and forth between Interest Points, which would be the result, if
choosing a close IP were the only restriction.
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• Given a set of points that fulfill those restrictions, the selection should be random, to avoid predictable behavior.
To check whether any such Interest Point is available, the function ClusterHas**IP
simply loops over all available IPs and checks whether one of them fulfills all requirements. Actually choosing one is a bit more complicated, due to the expected randomness and the fact that closer points are to be preferred. Figure 4.18 shows the
pseudo-code that is used to randomly select an Interest Point while making sure all
requirements are met.

M a x D i s t a n c e = 25
I P = NULL
/ / The l o o p w i l l o n l y e x i t , i f t h e r e i s a t l e a s t one IP
/ / available that f u l f i l l s all requirements . Therefore the
/ / f u n c t i o n i s o n l y c a l l e d , when t h a t h a s b e e n e n s u r e d .
w h i l e ( I P == NULL)
{
/ / i n c r e a s e t h e maximum a l l o w e d d i s t a n c e e a c h s t e p
M a x D i s t a n c e += 15
/ / c h o o s e a random I n t e r e s t P o i n t f r o m t h e c l u s t e r
TempIP = Agent . g e t C l u s t e r ( ) . getRandomIP ( Type )
/ / c h e c k i f t h e IP i s t o o f a r away
i f ( d i s t a n c e ( TempIP , Agent ) > M a x D i s t a n c e )
continue
/ / c h e c k i f t h e IP i s c u r r e n t l y u n u s a b l e i n any way
i f ( n o t TempIP . i s A c c e s s i b l e ( ) )
continue
/ / c h e c k i f IP i s i n t h e 5− e l e m e n t q u e u e o f t h e a g e n t
i f ( Agent . U s e d B e f o r e ( TempIP ) )
continue
/ / f o u n d an IP t h a t
I P = TempIP

fulfills

all requirements

}

Figure 4.18: Pseudo-code for randomly selecting a good Interest Point.
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4.4.3

Eliminating Congestions

As mentioned earlier, XaitMove is not designed to handle large crowds with all their
peculiarities. Hence during the simulation undesirable situations can occur.
1. An agent can get stuck, meaning it won’t move at all, anymore. Although rare,
it is possible, that XaitMove steers the agent into a direction, that the worldrepresentation forbids. This sometimes happens in very complex areas with
winding alleys and narrow passages. Since the VAP does not represent agents
as physical entities and therefore cannot push them into a direction and let a
physics-engine decide where they will end up, it uses a simple all-or-nothing
principle, where it either allows an agent to move to the intended position, or
not, depending on whether it would penetrate a wall. XaitMove tries to always
find a route that keeps a minimum distance to nearby walls, which minimizes
chances to get stuck, but it is still something to be aware of.
2. Agents walking in opposite directions can impede each others movement at constricted openings. This can range from simply delaying their time of arrival, to
making progress completely impossible. Figure 4.19 depicts a situation where
agents cannot move into their originally desired direction, but cannot reverse
their course and back off either, because a crowd has formed around the bottleneck area. In extreme cases like this, radical measures are necessary to resolve
the problem.
3. Agents cannot reach their target, if a crowd of agents already occupies the target area. Usually this is not a problem, because agents are regularly moving.
However, at crosswalks it is possible that agents that are currently crossing the
street cannot reach their destination on the other side, because there are too many
agents waiting to also be allowed to cross the street. The waiting agents will not
move until the crosswalk is free, but the crosswalk cannot be freed, because the
agents currently crossing it, cannot properly reach the other side.
Detecting case 1 is fairly easy. If an agent is supposed to move into some direction,
but fails to accomplish it several times in a row, it is stuck. For detecting cases 2 and
3 there is no computationally feasible algorithm. If an agent cannot move straight
into the desired direction, XaitMove will steer the agent back and forth into different
directions to maximize chances for circumventing an obstacle. As a result the agent
does move, it just does not make any progress. Depending on how the rest of the
crowd moves, the problem might be temporary or permanent, but without analyzing
the movement patterns of all surrounding agents, there is no way to tell.
Even if congestion could be detected more or less reliable, resolving it is an entirely
different matter. In the real world people would temporary form lanes where they
move homogeneously and at extremely narrow areas they would alternate which group
passes through. Implementing such behavior is a research-topic of its own and was
therefore not possible in this work.
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Figure 4.19: Agents blocking each others paths resulting in congestion.
Several different methods were implemented and a few critical observations were
made:
• The number of agents in a sampled patch is not a reliable measure for congestion.
It only needs two agents to block each other, but 20 agents in a same sized patch
can move without trouble. It all depends on the specific configuration of the
walkable area.
• Even though an agent might move back and forth all the time, if its path is obstructed, comparing its current location with its location from several seconds or
even minutes earlier will show only a small difference. Consequently an agent
can be considered to be stuck when it is supposed to move, but its current location and its location from several seconds earlier show no significant progress.
• If congestion is detected, it is usually too late to resolve it with simple measures,
like having agents reverse their course. In many cases small crowds form quite
fast, making simple measures ineffective.
• Drastic measures, like allowing agents to pass through each other or removing
them entirely are very effective. Even in cases where small crowds have formed
already, removing only the central agents can result in dissipating the whole
crowd quickly.
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From these observations a simple but effective set of algorithms has been implemented to detect and resolve congestions. To detect when an agent is stuck, every agent
checks every five seconds how far it moved during that period of time. If it was unable
to change its position by more than one meter, it is considered being stuck. Now a
two-step approach is taken. Step one is to disable collisions with all other agents. That
allows the agent to pass through other agents and as a result most problematic cases are
easily resolved. If after five additional seconds the agent has progressed well enough,
collisions with other agents are enabled again. If however, it still did not manage to
make headway, the agent is removed entirely.
The five-second time-out is a compromise between a quick and a reliable identification of congestions. A long time-out reduces false-positives but encourages the
formation of large crowds. A short time-out allows for quickly resolving conflicts
before they can develop into a bigger problem, but even minor issues can trigger the
crowd-prevention behavior, which would result in many agents passing through each
other or disappearing suddenly.

4.5

The Simulation Bubble

The previous chapters focused on how agents are simulated. So far the computational
needs where mostly neglected. Although the logic to control an agent is not very
complex, there are several aspects that cost a lot of processing power. One very costly
computation is path-finding. A long path through complex terrain can take several
seconds to compute in the worst case. To alleviate this problem, all paths are computed
in separate threads and do not block the main-application. When an agent requests
a path, it simply waits until the path-search is finished. Whether that takes a few
nanoseconds or several seconds is of no concern, the application is not stalled by the
procedure.
For steering XaitMove uses ray-casts to determine the exact configuration of an
agent’s surroundings. Although ray-casts are not such an expensive operation, every
agent needs to make on average 10 to 15 in every update-step. To simulate a thousand
pedestrians that would mean up to 15000 ray-casts in every update. It is generally possible to do this even on a mainstream PC (for example for real-time ray-tracing [Rea]),
but it takes software that is specifically optimized for this task. The Virtual Aachen
Project uses the Bullet Physics Engine [Cou] for all collision-detection. Performance
measurements have shown that 3000 to 5000 ray-casts per update (that is 90000 to
150000 ray-casts per second at 30 Hz) can be done on a single 2.6 GHz CPU core plus
the rest of the AI computations, before performance starts to degrade noticeably. That
means simulating 500 agents simultaneously would stress the available resources. Obviously it would be desirable to distribute the workload on several CPU cores. Also
not every agent needs to be updated at the same rate. Agents that are currently not
inside the view-frustum could be updated only every few steps to reduce the overall
amount of work to be done per update. Unfortunately XaitMove does currently not
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provide a way to do so, it simply updates all active agents. That makes it impossible to
distribute the workload onto several threads and it makes it impossible to update agents
at varying frequencies. However, even if it were possible to harness the available resources from idle CPU cores, in the best case this would triple the amount of agents
that can be simulated with current QuadCore CPUs (one core is always occupied with
other tasks). A city like Aachen usually contains tens of thousands of people walking
around at daytime. Such an amount of people is unfeasible to simulate in real-time
with the detail that the VAP strives for.
Since the amount of agents that can be simulated is limited, other mechanisms must
be employed to achieve a pleasing result. A well-known technique is the Simulation
Bubble (SimBubble). The idea is to run the simulation only in a fixed radius around
the observer. Every entity that leaves this bubble is relocated to a position inside
it. Depending on the type of simulation it suffices to change the entity’s position
or it needs to be completely reset and newly initialized to represent another agent.
Nevertheless, the point is that the observer remains unaware of it. As he moves through
the world, the simulation bubble moves with him. Agents that are no longer inside the
bubble are removed and areas that become enclosed by it are populated with agents.
Simulation bubbles are often used, when there is no need for an overall consistent
world simulation. The presumption being that the observer’s range of sight is limited
as well as his movement speed. The radius of the simulation bubble only needs to be
slightly larger then the expected range that the observer can see. Since for rendering
often Level-of-Detail (LOD) is used and entities are culled at a fixed distance, anyway,
that distance is also usually used for the radius of the bubble. In most applications
the observer is also very constraint in how he navigates the world. In games and
many simulators he usually controls an avatar that is restricted to moving on solid
ground and rarely at speeds above 50 km/h (for example in a driving simulator), which
is roughly 14 meters per second. Under such constraints the observer can be made
entirely oblivious to the fact, that only a fraction of the city is actually simulated,
because he cannot see far enough to see how agents spawn and vanish and he cannot
move fast enough to see how freshly populated areas converge into a more natural state
(often agents are spawned on a regular grid and it takes a few seconds for them to start
moving).
Although the VAP allows to navigate the city in tourist-mode, which does implement all the above mentioned restrictions, the regular mode allows the observer to fly
at extreme speeds across the city (100 meters per second and more). Under such conditions it is nearly impossible to provide a perfect illusion. The system must react very
quickly to the observer’s position changes and recently populated areas need to be in a
convincing state very fast.
To realize the simulation bubble, the VAP uses a regular grid that is put across the
whole city. Every grid-cell covers a 10 by 10 meter patch. For every position in space
the grid cell that the point lies in can be computed with the pseudo-code given in figure
4.20. As can be seen, the computation is straight-forward and has an O(1) complexity.
It enables agents to quickly compute in which cell they are located.
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i n t C o m p u t e G r i d C e l l I D ( f l o a t PosX , f l o a t PosY )
{
/ / only i n t e g e r p o s i t i o n s are needed
i n t RoundedPosX = r o u n d ( PosX ) ;
i n t RoundedPosY = r o u n d ( PosY ) ;
/ / position r e l a t i v e to grid ’ s center
RoundedPosX −= G r i d C e n t e r X ;
RoundedPosY −= G r i d C e n t e r Y ;
/ / the grid is quadratic
/ / t h i s i s t h e h a l f −e x t e n d i n b o t h d i r e c t i o n s
i n t HalfCellsPerRow = GridCellsPerRow / 2;
/ / e a c h c e l l c o v e r s 10 by 10 m e t e r s
int CellSize = 10;
/ / c o m p u t e t h e 2D c e l l p o s i t i o n
i n t C e l l X = ( RoundedPosX / C e l l S i z e ) + H a l f C e l l s P e r R o w ;
i n t C e l l Y = ( RoundedPosY / C e l l S i z e ) + H a l f C e l l s P e r R o w ;
/ / clamp i n d e x t o t h e minimum and maximum a l l o w e d v a l u e
C e l l X = clamp ( CellX , 0 , G r i d C e l l s P e r R o w − 1 ) ;
C e l l Y = clamp ( CellY , 0 , G r i d C e l l s P e r R o w − 1 ) ;
/ / r e t u r n t h e c e l l ID
return ( CellY ∗ GridCellsPerRow + CellX ) ;
}

Figure 4.20: Pseudo-code for computing the grid-cell from a 2D position.
Each cell can be active, inactive or blocked. In a preprocessing step for all cellcenters the NavMesh is sampled, to check whether there is a valid node and thus walkable ground. If not, the cell is flagged as blocked. The reason for this procedure is,
that the spawning algorithm (see section 4.6) spawns new agents at the cells’ centers.
If there were no valid NavMesh-node at that position, the agent could never find a path
to any destination, rendering it useless. The absence of a NavMesh-node also indicates
that it is generally an undesirable position to spawn an agent, like a roof or a body of
water.
At runtime cells that are inside the SimBubble are flagged as active, all cells outside
it are flagged as inactive. Every time the observer changes position by more than 15
meters, the cell-states are recomputed. The state-machine that controls the agents
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includes regular checks, whether an agent is inside an active cell. Every second the
cell that the agent currently resides in is computed. If the cell is inactive, it is checked
whether the agent’s target-destination is in an active cell. If that’s not the case either,
the agent’s vanish-function is triggered to remove it from the simulation in order to
be reused somewhere else. Figure 4.21 shows a visualization of the SimBubble and
the grid-cells. At the center of each grid-cell a line is drawn upwards. A green line
indicates an active cell, red lines are inactive cells. It is very important to keep agents
whose destination is in an active cell. Otherwise every time the observer moves it can
happen that agents, that are on their way into the center of the SimBubble, will be
deactivated, because the cell they are currently located in just became inactive. This
would be contra-productive, because for the agent that was removed another agent
needs to be spawned, which in turn means to find a good Interest Point to walk to and
compute a path to it. All those operations are computationally expensive and should
be avoided if there is no necessity.

Figure 4.21: Simulation Bubble: Active cells are green, inactive are red.
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4.6

Agent Spawning

Spawning agents is one of the central aspects that determines how well pedestrians are
distributed and whether there are too few or too many of them. Several different methods are used to address different issues but all of them need to be properly combined
to achieve good results.
• Cars that enter a parking-space should spawn a pedestrian to convey that someone deliberately drove there to go shopping or do something similar.
• Pedestrians should exit shops, attractions (like the cathedral) and regular buildings.
• Whenever the observer moves to a previously inactive area, it needs to be populated in a way such that there is no obvious difference to areas that have been
active for a while. Consequently it is not sufficient to only spawn pedestrians
from doors and cars there, because there is neither a guarantee that there are any
of those nearby, at all, nor would it be possible to spread agents naturally that
way.
• Due to the fact that agents vanish when they leave the simulation bubble, there
are usually more agents disappearing than appearing. Especially in areas with
few buildings and therefore fewer interest points, spawning from buildings is
insufficient to keep the number of agents up. Chapter 4.7 goes into further detail
how this issue is addressed.

4.6.1

Computing the Amount of Agents needed

Before any agents can be spawned, it is necessary to actually know how many agents
there are supposed to be. Currently up to 1000 agents are available, but some parts of
the city are denser populated than others and simply spawning all pedestrians everywhere yields unnatural results. Therefore, a metric is required that allows to estimate
how many pedestrians should populate each area. No official data is available that
could be used for this purpose. However, it is to be expected that more people will
gather at places that have any use for them. For example the city center is full of
people, because there are many shops that attract them. This kind of information is
already encoded in the Interest Points. All over the city IPs are automatically placed at
houses and parking spaces, so their distribution already represents how dense an area
is populated. Additionally manually placed IPs for shops and attractions emphasize
which areas are important. So in general the information about how agents need to be
distributed across the city is already there, it only needs to be extracted and put into a
more practical data-structure.
The grid that is used to mark areas as active or inactive lends itself very well to
include additional information about each 10 by 10 meter patch. An additional variable
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holds a heat-value that represents how densely populated the patch should be. This
heat can easily be computed by having each IP add heat to surrounding grid-cells. A
grid-cell that is very close to an IP or that is close to several IPs will get more heat. A
grid-cell that is very far away from any IP, for example a patch of uninhabited land in
a forest, might not get any heat at all, which should result in no pedestrians ever being
spawned there. Figure 4.22 shows the heat-distribution that is computed from the
Interest Points. Grid-cells with few heat are green, important cells are red. Evidently
in front of the theater and around the cathedral and city hall the grid-cells are marked
as more important due to the attraction-points that are placed there.

Figure 4.22: Heat-distribution computed from Interest Points.
Now that the SimBubble-grid includes this importance information, it is easy to
compute how many agents are needed to populate the SimBubble. During each SimBubble-update the heat of all active cells is summed up, which represents the overall
importance of all active areas and thus is a measure for how many agents should be
spawned. Of course heat is only an imaginary unit, so it needs to be multiplied by
some value that defines how many agents are to be spawned per heat. There is no
science behind this computation, it was simply a value chosen that gave good looking
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results. Apparently the value computed thereby can be greater than the number of
agents available. In that case it is simply clamped to the upper limit.

4.6.2

Spawning at IPs

Now the desired amount of active pedestrians is known. The spawning-algorithm consists of several parts. The first part, however, does not take into account the desired
amount of pedestrians at all. For every car that enters a parking space, which is in an
active cell, a pedestrian is spawned next to it. The only reason not to do so, is when
there is no inactive agent available, at all. The reason is simple: Whenever a car parks
somewhere, an observer would expect a pedestrian to exit it. If this expectation is not
fulfilled, the simulation might be considered broken. If a car parks in an inactive cell
there is no reason to spawn an agent there, it would vanish shortly thereafter anyway,
which would only be a waste of processing power.
Another opportunity to spawn agents are the door-IPs (house, shop, attraction). If
there are fewer active pedestrians than desired, these are the next to spawn agents from.
However, every Interest Point has a cool-off time, i.e. if an agent has been spawned at
a door, the same door should not be used again for at least a few seconds. Otherwise
it looks very strange, when a never-ending stream of pedestrians comes out of some
door. Different IP-types have different cool-off time-outs. Attraction-doors have the
shortest time-out of only few seconds, shop-doors take a bit longer and house-doors
allow only every 15 seconds to spawn an agent there. The attraction and shop IPs
are restricted to only spawn pedestrians at day. When the sun sets those IP-types are
deactivated to convey the fact that those buildings are closed at night.
The IPs’ cool-off phase limits how many agents can be spawned in general. And
of course there is no guarantee how many door-IPs are available in an area, in the first
place. Therefore, spawning agents from IPs is mostly for cosmetic purposes and to be
able to spawn them inside the SimBubble.

4.6.3

Spawning at Activated Grid-Cells

Whenever the observer moves more than 15 meters, the active grid-cells are recomputed. The cells that where previously inactive and have become active now, need to
be populated immediately. The reason for the urgency is, that the observer might have
moved a great distance very quickly. That means it could be that the entire Simulation
Bubble consists of previously inactive cells and thus not a single pedestrian is active
there. It would be possible to simply wait until agents are spawned all around, but this
might take several minutes in the worst case and is therefore unacceptable.
Instead, all newly active grid-cells are put into a queue and sorted by their distance
to the observer. Then the closest grid-cells are populated with citizens, by spawning
agents at their center. The number of pedestrians that are spawned is determined with
the heat-value at the grid-cell. Currently at most five agents will be spawned per patch.
It is important to first fill the closer cells, because it can easily happen that not enough
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inactive agents are available to fill all activated grid-cells. If that happens the remaining grid-cells are filled in later updates, when agents have become available again.
However, by filling the closer cells first, visual artifacts are minimized.
In each grid-cell all agents spawn at the exact same position. The reason for this
was already mentioned in chapter 4.5: Only at the center it is guaranteed, that a valid
NavMesh-node exists, such that the agents will spawn at a valid position from where
they can compute paths. As a result agents will penetrate each other when they are
spawned there, but since their movement behavior includes a rule to keep some distance to others, this state will be resolved after a few seconds.

4.6.4

Spawning at the SimBubble-Rim

When the observer moves to a distant location, all activated grid-cells are immediately
filled with a number of pedestrians through the methods mentioned in section 4.6.3.
Thus the desired density distribution of pedestrians is immediately fulfilled. Now there
are several reasons for agents to disappear. They can enter cars or buildings, but they
can also just leave the SimBubble. How many pedestrians disappear by entering a car
or building depends on how many such Interest Points are available in the vicinity.
How many pedestrians disappear by leaving the SimBubble is also somewhat dependent on the exact configuration of the environment, but in general there will be plenty
of room for pedestrians to walk out of the simulated area.
Hence there will usually be a constant decrease in the number of pedestrians, which
needs to be compensated for by spawning new ones. However, pedestrians can only be
spawned at certain Interest Points and there is no estimate how many of them will be
available inside the SimBubble. It could even be that there are none at all. And even if
there are such IPs, spawning the same amount of pedestrians from a few positions, as
are leaving the SimBubble at various locations, looks very unnatural, because swarms
of pedestrians will come out of some buildings.
The logic conclusion is to also spawn pedestrians at the same locations where they
disappear. To this end, every time the Simulation Bubble is updated, the grid-cells
that are on its rim are detected and stored. All grid-cells are already checked for their
distance to the SimBubbles center. If it is smaller than the radius, the cell is marked
active. If, however, its distance is smaller than the bubble’s radius r and it is greater
than r − 20 then the cell is on the bubble’s rim and therefore marked as a cell where
pedestrians are allowed to spawn.
Agents continue to spawn from IPs. However, if the number of active pedestrians
drops below 90% of the desired amount, new agents will be spawned from rim-cells,
in a round-robin fashion, until 95% are reached. This still leaves a little headroom such
that spawning through IPs will still happen. With this method there should always be
enough possibilities to spawn new agents and keep their numbers stable.
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4.6.5

Cache of Inactive Agents

In all the previous paragraphs it was simply assumed that there are always inactive
agents available for spawning. However, in practice it can easily happen that all agents
are active, which means when the observer changes position, it is not possible to
quickly populate empty areas. Instead it takes a few seconds until agents in deactivated areas have been removed from the simulation and are available for relocation.
To diminish this problem an extra 100 agents are allocated whose sole purpose is to
reduce the time it takes to spawn agents in newly activated areas. The idea is, that
although the simulation is supposed to run with a maximum of 1000 agents, actually
1100 agents are available. When the observer is stationary and 1000 agents are active,
no additional ones will be spawned, the number of pedestrians is capped at that upper
value. However, when the observer changes position, all 1000 agents are already occupied, which means activated areas cannot be populated right away. Now the extra
100 agents come into play and allow to satisfy the needs, for example to spawn 50
agents. As a result 1050 agents will be active, more than the actual upper limit. So
there will be no agents spawned from Interest Points, until the number of active agents
has dropped below 1000 (or more precisely, below the number of desired pedestrians,
computed from the heat). It only takes a few seconds until agents will be deactivated
and the cache begins to fill up again, but if the spawning of the agents were delay even
by this short amount of time, it would be very noticeable already. So the cache of extra
agents bridges the gap between deactivating and spawning agents. Of course under
some conditions the cache will run out eventually and a delay will occur before agents
can be spawned, but this situation becomes much rarer than without the additional
agents.

4.7

Constant Agent Distribution

Chapter 4.6.4 already mentioned how the number of agents is kept roughly constant.
To achieve this, various locations are used to spawn new agents. Nevertheless, there
is no control exactly how the agents will be distributed across the simulated area.
The heat-distribution (see section 4.6.1) gives a good approximation for a desirable
distribution, though it is much too fine-grained. Instead of controlling the number
of pedestrians per 10 by 10 meter patch (which would be rather difficult anyway),
the idea is to only control the amount of pedestrians in each cluster. In many cases
the SimBubble will cover several clusters, at least partially. If at least the number of
pedestrians in each cluster can be kept steady, the overall distribution should generally
look natural.
The first step is, of course, to determine how many pedestrians should be in which
cluster. Since it is known to which cluster a cell belongs, one can sum the active
cells’ heat-values for each cluster. The advantage of this method is, that the amount
of heat, and thus the number of pedestrians per cluster, depends on how much area of
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the cluster is covered by the SimBubble. That means each cluster will get a fraction of
the maximum number of pedestrians, depending on the percentage of the SimBubble’s
area that it covers.
The second step is to monitor the number of pedestrians per cluster. If it drops
below 80% of the desired value, it is prohibited for agents inside the cluster to use any
crosswalks. That means agents cannot leave the cluster through crosswalks anymore,
but agents from other clusters can still enter it. This way the flow of agents is controlled
on a per cluster level and it is guaranteed, that a cluster can have a source for new
agents. This is important, because it is possible that there are small clusters, that do
not contain spawning IPs themselves. If no rim-cell is inside such a cluster either, then
there is no other way to get pedestrians inside that cluster, than through crosswalks.
Of course there is still no guarantee that the number of pedestrians per cluster will be
stable, but then in real-life this isn’t true, either.

4.8

Rendering

The Virtual Aachen Project’s primary goal is to deliver a convincing city scene. As
such, good simulations alone are not enough, a good presentation is a key component,
as well. Therefore, it is imperative that pedestrians are rendered as animated characters
and with enough variation to convey the appearance of a real crowd.
Proper crowd rendering with many diverse characters and natural animations is
quite a challenge, both artistically and technically. Creating character models and animating them was out of the question, therefore we bought a set of 5 different characters
(2 male, 3 female), together with a few animations for walking and standing idle.
All pedestrians are viewfrustum culled and the distance to the observer is computed. This distance is used to only render the n closest pedestrians, which can be
adjusted to the capabilities of the system. On a modern PC it is possible to render
around 800 pedestrians. Additionally all characters have 3 different levels-of-detail
(LOD), as is shown in figure 4.23. The left-most image shows the model reduced to
10% of the original number of triangles, 25% in the middle and 100% to the right.
The 100% model is only used when the pedestrian is closer than 5 meters to the camera. The 25% model is used, up until a distance of 15 meters and every pedestrian
farther away is rendered using the 10% model. These values where chosen, by observing at which distances it became difficult to notice when the model swapped. The
lower resultion models where created using the mesh decimator of 3D Studio Max
2010, which produced such good results, that swapping the models even at those close
ranges becomes hardly noticable.
Every model has skeleton information, which makes it possible to deform the
mesh. Each animation stores a series of key-frames, where each key-frame defines
the relative orientations of each bone. Using the bone-hierarchy, absolute bone orientations are computed and the vertices of the mesh are then transformed according to
the influence of each bone.
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Figure 4.23: The different Levels-of-Detail for a Pedestrian Model.
This skeleton-based animation system allows to blend animations between keyframes to get smooth movements, and it even allows to blend between different animations. The VAP uses two different animations, one for walking and one for standing
idle. The speed at which the walking animation is played back, depends on the walking speed of the pedestrian. Whenever a pedestrian stands still, it will quickly blend
over to the idle animation. There are various techniques to blend animations, which
can become quite complex, but in our case a simple linear interpolation between two
matrices is used. Although this is no mathematically sound way to blend animations,
the results are good enough and the computational complexity is very low.
Every pedestrian stores its own timestamp for the walking and idle animation,
which means pedestrians will not walk in lockstep, as is often seen in computer games.
However, this means the animation must be updated for each individual pedestrian.
Fortunately rendering pedestrians with lower levels-of-detail also means that their
skeleton becomes less detailed and thus fewer bones need to be animated. Therefore,
animating the pedestrians that are farther away from the observer takes less operations
than animating the high detail characters close to the camera.
The fact that every character can blend from any timestamp of the walking animation into any timestamp of the idle animation means, that it is not possible to precompute animated skeletons. However, at least the skinning of the vertices can be
offloaded onto the GPU and done in a vertex-shader. For this, all bone-matrices of one
character are uploaded as a uniform-array. The vertex-shader can then sample the matrices that influence a given vertex, combine them according to their influence factor1 ,
and then transform the vertex’ position and normal. The high-detail LOD can have
around 50 bones, which means that 800 uniforms are already used up by the skeletondata only. Current GPUs usually provide 4096 uniforms, which means that at most 4
pedestrians could be rendered with an instanced drawcall. Since no performance gains
can be expected at such low instancing rates, every pedestrian is simply rendered with
its own drawcall.
1 Also

known as the vertex weight
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Finally for every pedestrian a blob-shadow is rendered beneath its feet. For this, a
vertex-buffer is recreated every frame, that holds one quad for every character, textured
with a blurred spot. The vertex-buffer can then be rendered with a single drawcall. The
quad is immediately beneath the feet of the character, such that the shadows is only
blended on the ground and not the legs. On very steep terrain it is possible that this
quad will cut into the terrain and the illusion of the shadow won’t be perfect. There are
methods to prevent this from happening (such as [Kra10]), but since those problems
are rare and character rendering is already quite demanding on the GPU, no attempts
were made to improve it further.

Figure 4.24: A Crowd rendered in the VAP.

4.8.1

Crowd Variations

To create a diverse crowd several things need to be considered. McDonnel et al.
[MLH+ 09] made an extensive study, which factors influence the humans perception
of variety the most. The results showed that changing the color of clothes greatly increases the perceived diversity. Geometric variations are only effective if the whole
shape, especially the silhouette, of a character changes. Pedestrians walking in lockstep are very obvious. However, pedestrians walking with the same animation, but
time-delayed, are difficult to detect.
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Taking these observations into account, the VAP tries to avoid the most problematic
cases and employs the methods that have the greatest benefit. As already mentioned
earlier, all characters have their own animation timestamps, which means characters
will not walk in lockstep. Additionally every pedestrian has a random speed variation,
which means some people will walk faster than others. This prevents the crowd from
moving too homogeneously. Formations also contribute to the appearance of diversity.
Instead of having each pedestrian walk on its own, some are moving in coordinated
groups. This introduces more variety into the movement patterns.
We only have five different character models, but as mentioned above geometric
variation is not that obvious. To increase the number of "different" models, the texture
of each model was duplicated several times and the cloths where given varying colors.
This way the VAP now has 23 different pedestrians, which greatly increases the quality
of the crowds. Figure 4.24 shows a close-up screenshot.
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Performance
The goal of this diploma thesis is to deliver a real-time simulation. Therefore the
performance of the simulation is an important factor. In this chapter performance
measurements are presented and examined in detail.
All measurements were done on an Intel Core2 Quad 2.66 GHz (Q9450), 4 GB
RAM and a Geforce 9600 (512 MB RAM). The Operation System was Windows 7 64
Bit, the application was compiled with Visual Studio 2008 SP1 (Release Mode) for 64
Bit, which implies automatic vectorization1 .
Timings where taken using the Windows-specific function QueryPerformanceCounter, which returns high-resolution values specifically suited for profiling applications.
All timings are given in microseconds. Each profile consists of 250 samples.
It should be noted that the simulation was integrated into an existing application
which already has high processing demands. However, the Viewer did not make use of
multithreading, so far, which means that on multi-core processors there are available
CPU cycles for code that runs in parallel. Still, even if the simulations themselves
could be updated 100 times per second, the whole application will always be much
more limited.
In the course of this diploma thesis additional optimizations were implemented
for the Viewer itself, to improve its performance baseline by offloading work to other
threads and thus run faster on multi-core processors. Without a major overhaul of the
whole application, the possibilities for such optimizations are very limited, though.
The AI update runs in parallel to the main rendering thread. At one point the two
threads synchronize (the rendering thread waits for the AI thread to finish) to gather the
results for rendering. Shortly thereafter the next AI update is started. Consequently the
performance of the application will not be affected2 as long as the AI update takes less
time than the rendering thread. How long exactly the rendering thread takes is very
much dependent on which parts of the city are visible and how many things need to be
rendered. But generally one can assume the framerate to be between 20 and 40 frames
1 SSE1

and SSE2
other factors, such as CPU cache pollutions.

2 Ignoring
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per second, so one frame will take between 25000 and 50000 microseconds. Therefore,
if the AI update stays below 20000 microseconds the rendering thread should never
have to wait for it, if it takes more than 50000 microseconds the rendering thread will
most certainly always have to wait for the synchronization.
Due to this design it makes no sense to measure the application’s overall performance alone. It is more meaningful to measure the simulations individually and possibly drill down to find out where the most time is spent.
Traffic Simulation
During the AI update, the traffic simulation is updated first. Figure 5.1 shows timings
taken for 750, 1500, 3000 and 6000 active vehicles. As can be seen the time taken
to update vehicles is roughly constant over time. This coincides with the expected
behavior, because the number of active cars is constant and all vehicles should take
more or less the same amount of time to update.
750 Vehicles

1500 Vehicles

3000 Vehicles

6000 Vehicles

20000
18000
16000

Time (usec)

14000
12000
10000
8000
6000
4000
2000
0

Sample

Figure 5.1: Timings for different numbers of vehicles.
Additionally it can be seen that the time taken grows linearly depending on the
number of active vehicles. This is also expected behavior, since vehicles do not interact
with each other and therefore updating one vehicle takes always the same amount of
time, independent from the number of active vehicles in the entire simulation.
Figure 5.2 shows how much time was spent on average to update a given number
of vehicles (blue line). The expected time (orange line) is calculated by taking the
measured time of the previous sample and multiplying it by the factor of vehicles. For
example, the expected time to elapse for updating 3000 vehicles is the measured time
for 1500 vehicles times two.
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Figure 5.2: Expected and measured time for updating vehicles.
Apparently the actual time taken is very close to the expected time, but even a little
bit below it. The most likely explanation is, that updating one vehicle takes more time
when the vehicle can move ahead unobstructed. If it is blocked by other vehicles, the
look-ahead along the street preempts early and thus fewer processing time is spent.
The more vehicles are active, the more vehicles will be in dense traffic and thus don’t
look ahead as far as on a free road, which results in slightly less work per vehicle on
average.
250 Pedestrians
5000 Pedestrians

500 Pedestrians
20000 Pedestrians

1000 Pedestrians
100000 Pedestrians
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Figure 5.3: Timings for different numbers of pedestrians.
The vehicle update is very much straight-forward, therefore drilling down into
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more detail does not reveal anything interesting. In the Virtual Aachen Project 3000
active vehicles are used.
Pedestrian Simulation
The pedestrian simulation is updated next. The two simulations need to run in sequence to handle crosswalks.
Figure 5.3 on page 83 shows timings taken for updating different numbers of pedestrians. For better readability the Y-axis is in logarithmic scale. It can be seen that the
amount of time taken is roughly constant for a fixed number of pedestrians. Simulating
1000 pedestrians is at the lower limit of being real-time. Updating 5000 pedestrians
takes more than a tenth of a second, for 100000 it takes nearly a whole second. However, at more than 5000 pedestrians other factors become prevalent.
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Figure 5.4: Expected and measured time for updating pedestrians.
Figure 5.4 shows the measured time and expected time3 for the pedestrian simulation. For better readability the X-axis is in logarithmic scale. The graph shows that
the measured time comes very close to the expected time up until 5000 pedestrians
are simulated. After that the measured time is drastically lower than what should be
expected.
The reason for this drop is that, although more than 5000 agents are active, not
all of those agents do a full update anymore, most of them are simply idle. They
are idle because before agents can walk around, a path needs to be computed. These
path computations are very expensive and are therefore done in parallel on workerthreads, such that they can be executed without blocking the application. With less
than 5000 active agents the CPU can compute paths faster than new requests are made,
and most pedestrians will actively walk around, for which in turn ray-casts are needed.
With more than 5000 pedestrians there are so many path-requests, that the CPU cannot
3 Calculated

the same way as for figure 5.2.
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finish them quickly enough. As a result, far less than the desired amount of pedestrians
are actually walking around, but standing idle instead. And since idle agents are very
quick to update (basically a no-op), the measured time diverges more and more from
the expected time. If more CPU cores were available, more paths could be computed
in parallel and the effect would appear later.
UpdatePedestrians
CB::getDistance

UpdateFSMs
CB::getEntities

XaitMoveUpdate
CB::setPosition
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Figure 5.5: Timings for updating the pedestrian simulation.
Figure 5.5 shows timings taken for a simulation running with up to 1000 pedestrians. Note that the Y-axis is in logarithmic scale. The line labeled UpdatePedestrians
represents the overall time. UpdateFSMs shows how much time is spent updating the
finite state-machines for all pedestrians, which is rather low. XaitMoveUpdate shows
how much time is taken by the XaitMove2-module. Obviously this is the dominating
part that ultimately determines how long the simulation takes, because it is nearly identical to the overall update time. XaitMove does make callbacks into the application to
query and set data:
• CB::getEntities is called to get all entities in the vicinity of one entity, to avoid
collisions. Since this is implemented inside the application it is a potential candidate for optimization. However, as the profiling-data shows, it only makes up
for a fraction of the overall work anyway.
• CB::setPosition is called to update an agent with its new position. This, too,
does not take a lot of time, but the reason that it shows up, at all, is because
XaitMove only computes 2D positions. The height for an agent needs to be
computed through a ray-cast. Also some additional bookkeeping is in order, to
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update the acceleration-structures with the new position of the agent. The raycasts are however only done every 10 updates, because the height of an agent
will only change gradually but ray-casts are very expensive.
• CB::getDistance is called for every agent to find the distance to walls and to
check the progress on paths. Apparently a considerable amount of time is spent
inside this callback. The callback, however, is rather simple. XaitMove passes
along a number of ray-casts that it needs the results for, the callback executes
these ray-casts through the Bullet physics-engine and returns the result to XaitMove.
Ray-casts are costly and the sheer amount that XaitMove needs to do to update
1000 pedestrians becomes a bottleneck. There are a few ways that this situation can be
improved. First, the ray-casts itself could be sped up, for example by using something
other than Bullet. Second, the amount of ray-casts per frame could be decreased, but
such optimizations must be done inside XaitMove.
From these timings it becomes clear, that most of the processing intensive work for
the pedestrian update is doing thousands of ray-casts that XaitMoveUpdate requests.
The remaining time is mostly spent inside XaitMove itself. One can therefore conclude that there are no obvious bottlenecks, that could be removed easily. At the moment updating pedestrians is entirely single-threaded, which is unfortunate when these
amounts of agents need to be computed. However, since XaitMove is a closed-source
module it was not possible to do it differently.
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Conclusion and Outlook
Conclusion
In this diploma thesis two different simulations were realized and even connected to
work together. They were integrated into an existing application, in which they serve a
real purpose, instead of being purely for scientific research. This resulted in additional
constraints: Only a part of the system’s CPU and GPU power are available, yet the
application needs to run in real-time. Also a real-world data-set needed to be used,
which contained many problematic configurations that are usually not present when
one only works with artificial test-data or with procedurally created data that always
obeys certain rules.
To achieve the set goal both simulations had to be as light-weight as possible, but of
course the result still needed to be convincing. Therefore several abstractions are precomputed to represent the world. At runtime the pedestrian simulation is only executed
in a limited radius around the observer, which reduces the workload considerably but
required significant effort to implement. Multi-core CPUs are utilized which greatly
increases the detail at which the city can be simulated.
Apart from simulating the vehicles and pedestrians in a way that looks realistically,
the result also had to be rendered properly. For the pedestrians this meant that an
animation system needed to be implemented and it needed to be fast enough to render
at least 500 individually animated characters. For even more detail the data from the
traffic system was analyzed to add street-lights and traffic signs.
Achieving all this would not have been possible without the software and support
provided by Xaitment.

Outlook
The key aspect of this diploma thesis is the fact that the program needs to run in realtime. Although processor speeds are constantly increasing, in the end it will always be
the limiting factor. However, the Virtual Aachen Project does not fully utilize CPUs
and GPUs capabilities, so even on today’s hardware the quality could still be raised to
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some degree. In this diploma thesis a broad range of topics where covered. Consequently improvements can be made on many levels.
General Input Data
The available data, which describes the city of Aachen, is in many ways suboptimal.
By improving these data-sets the VAP’s quality can be raised tremendously. For example much more detail about buildings, streets and areas could be included. Information
like positions of traffic-lights and crosswalks, or which streets are one-way streets,
would be very helpful to create simulations that come much closer to the real world.
Also very helpful to know would be where shops (and their entrances) and parking
spaces are, such that Interest Points can be placed more realistically and without manual effort. If it were somehow possible to measure the average number of pedestrians
inside certain areas, this information could also be used to guide the pedestrian simulation how to mimic the real city more closely.
Street Data
A very limiting factor for the traffic simulation is the lack of information in the inputdata. Some is actually present in the GIS-data, but is discarded in the early stages of
the VAP pipeline. Improving the tools in the VAP pipeline and asking the land registry
office for more detailed data should allow to improve the street-graph in many ways.
Physically Simulated Vehicles
Instead of moving vehicles on rails, they could be fully physically simulated. That
would improve their general behavior significantly, but it also opens up a lot of problems, because then cars could crash into each other or into static obstacles. The AI
would actually need to know how to drive. In the long run this would be an interesting
topic for research, though.
Different Vehicle Types
At the moment the VAP only simulates one type of generic vehicle. In the future
one could add different types, such as cabs, buses or motorcycles. Of course proper
interaction with pedestrians is a key element here. For example buses should drive on
fixed routes around the city and stop at designated bus stops, where pedestrians can
enter and exit it.
Crowds
The VAP doesn’t handle larger crowds very well, because the underlying technology
is not meant for such use-cases. It is a complicated topic, because different methods,
for example modeling crowds via fluid simulations, have different limitations.
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Formations
The way XaitMove handles formations was designed to create military-style formations. This maps very badly to groups of people. For example, a group of tourists
would follow one leader and stay in one crowd, but there is no organization in that formation. To achieve natural behavior for such groups, a completely different approach
is necessary.
Interest Points
Interest Points serve very well to describe the world. More different types could be
added, or instead of having the agent know what to do at an IP, the IP could actually
tell the agent what to do. For instance one could add a cash machine IP. Whenever a
pedestrian walks to it, the IP would tell the agent to play an animation that looks like
the agent withdraws money from it. This way many different objects can be placed in
the world, that agents will convincingly interact with.
Animations
The most important factor that influences whether we perceive a simulated city to look
real or not, is whether the pedestrians are properly animated. More animations for
more actions would definitely improve the overall quality. But the animation system
itself also offers much room for improvement. Animation blending could be done
better, there could be dedicated animations for people turning around, and one could
even use inverse kinematics to match foot placement to the ground. A better animation
system should also allow to layer animations. For instance, a walking animation and
an animation for talking on a phone could be combined, such that a pedestrian talks on
a phone while walking.
Agent Interaction
Agents do not interact in any way, except that they avoid each other. In reality it often
happens that people will temporary form groups, for example because they know each
other and chat for a moment. Or someone asks for directions. Of course implementing
such spontaneous interactions will only be useful, if proper animations are available,
otherwise it won’t be clear to any observer, what is supposed to be going on.
Crowd Variation
The variation of crowds could be considerably increased, by rendering pedestrians in
different pieces or with attachments. For example, one could render the same woman
with different hair styles, by rendering the hair (or the whole head) separately. By tagging which parts of a texture represent the shirt or the trousers one could procedurally
color clothes differently through shaders.
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Chapter 6. Conclusion and Outlook

Dynamic Shadows
The pedestrians and vehicles do not throw proper dynamic shadows at the moment.
With future GPUs it should become feasible to do so.
Performance
There is much room for improving the performance, especially through multi-threading. Although it is already utilized for updating the AI in parallel and for computing
paths, it could be used much more fine grained. Especially the pedestrian AI is a prime
example for code that can be executed in parallel. Better performance means more
pedestrians can be simulated and thus the overall liveliness will benefit.
User Interaction
For the VAP the goal is visualizing a living city. At the moment there is no meaningful
way for the observer to interact with pedestrians or vehicles. However, other projects
that also need to simulate a city, such as games or training programs, require that
the user can do so. Depending on which actions are possible, there must be proper
reactions. Whether the VAP will ever have the need for that, remains to be seen.
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